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African Americans _Oppose J pan, Inc.
by William Reed

S

ome segments of the
African-American community have forged, yet another,
frontal attack against "those
wonderful people who brought
us Pearl Harbor." This time, it
is the National Association of
Black Owned Broadcasters
(NABOB) that is asking Black
Americans to withhold their suppo rt of Japan-based Sony
Corporation's products this
Christmas.
: Almost 50 years to the date
that the Japanese bombed U.S.
bases at Pearl Harbor, James
Winston, Executive Director and
General Counsel of NABOB ,
has lobbed a volley of race.based brickbats at one of Japan's
leading corporations. Sony is a
multi-national company and
major player in the communications industry that Winston is
accusing of discriminatory practices and of reneging on a previous commitment to enhance positive interactions between it and
the African-American community. Winston is moving to lead a
Christmas season assault on
Sony on the consumer front and
has asked h is organization's
Black-owned member stations
not to play Sony-generated
records on the air, and for the
Black community not to support
Sony's products this Christmas:
For Winston to be successful
in this consumer war, millions of
Black Americans will have to
join in his campaign of withdrawal from this segment of the
marketplace. In order to put

Sony in a state of siege, Winston employment at Sony Music is for the denigrating comments
will have to mobilize his cam- down from when it was owned that have come from that society
paign on many fronts across the by CBS; the number of Black about African-Ame ricans. The
country and even against many VPs at that company has pro blem seems to be that it
Blacks in the entertainment decreased since it was acquired keeps happening in one form or
industry. Sony has a major by Sony; and that Sony con- ano ther, again and agai n.
foothold in retail products, such trolled affiliates don't advertise Win ston' s call for consum er
as televisions, radios, video cas- on Black-owned and formatted warfare against Sony in the marsettes and cameras. Also, they stations at a level comensurate ketplace is not the fi rst of its
have control of much of the with the amount of airplay their kind, previous calls for Black
record and movie industries. records get, or with the amount withdrawals to get Japan
Such stars of color as Michael of Sony music products that are Incorporated 's attention, via the
Jackson and Luther Vandross are purchased by the listeners of pocketbook, have had only limitin Sony's CBS and Epic these stations.
ed success. Only if Winston
Records' stables. Tri-Star
As Japanese government offi- NABOB can make Blacks more
Pictures and Columbia Products cials have expressed regret for educated about the effect their
are Sony's film subsidiaries. The the suffering caused by their bucks can have in leverging
question that is almost as big as activities in World War II. so respect and return in the marketSony is, can Winston enlist have Japan's corporate execu- place can this latest battle have
enough blacks to resist their nor- tive often expressed concern' any impact.
mal consumption actions, and
completely stay away froni highly promoted seasonal movies
such as "Hook" and "Bugsy?"
by Cheryl Brown
until they look like they are
And they have to be strong
enough not to play, or buy.
breathing. She celebrates the faf you meet sculptress Tina mous and the not so famous. "We
Michael's "Dangerous" album.
Allen. look at her work and must validate ourselves we can't
. One of NABOB •s major complaints agai_nst Sony is that listen to her philosophy you ·u let anyone else do it for us." The
Black-owned and programmed either agree with her or disagree only thing left of the Egyptians
stations were given late distribu- with her. either way your life are their statues. This is the cultion of Michael Jackson's long- will be affected by her. One can- t re. Egyptians were proud of
awaited Epic-label record. From not walk away from her without themselves and the way they
a market share and business thinking about the plight of looked.
"I want Bl ack children to
receipts point of view, Winston Black men as an endange re
contends that, " Copies of species, our heroes who died for
now they are beautiful and
Jackson's new songs were made "the cause", and how our chil- there is nothing wrong with
available to competing no n - dren v iew thems~lves. Sh , 1 • ir full lip • noses, aq<;i large
Black-owned and programmed believes we must preserve and
ond eyes. Our children have
radio stations in several markets recognize our own, we cannot to ee the richness of African1 to 4 days before they were expect anyone to do it for us.
Am rican culture.
made available to the black staHer medium is bronze like
Her work can be seen every
tions in those markets." This put the great Egyptians, who week on the television shows,
many NABOB-related stations bronzed statues, and she won- Different World, Hill Stree t
at a distinct disadvantage in their ders how they heated the alloy Blues, Generations, 227. and the
businesses and markets. Winston to 2100 fahrenheit.
movie Harlem Nights.
also cites that: overall Black
Allen works with her figures
Some of her works include,

"··'

Sculptress Tina Allen

Sculptres Tina Allen Is A Hit In Riverside--

I

Malcolm X. Marcus Garvey. A. Riverside Art Museum.
Philip Randolph, Manin Luther
Her preview showing last
King, and she has travelled all S aturday was exciting at the
over the world.
home of Al Barnum .
Tina Allen will return to
Riverside, February 1st. for the
African American Chamber of
Commerce Art Show at the

A Feed The Hungry
Coalition Formed

For this reason. it was decided
this coalition would prepare a
Black Feed the Hungry full meal for all of them,
Coalition has been formed regardless of race, color, creed
to feed the hungry on Christmas or national origin. This meal
Eve day. December 24, 1991. will be served on the parking lot
The founding coaliti on of of Arrowhead Elles Lodge #896,
o rganizations -consists of 1073 N. Mt. Vernon Avenue.
American Legion Post #710. San Bernardino, CA. "We will
Arrowhead Elks Lodge #896, begin serving at 12:00 noon until
St.Andrews Masonic Lodge #71, 5:00 p .m. We will also have
American Legion Post #710 transportation available for those
A uxiliary, Arrowhead Temple who are not in our areas. Pickup
#665, and Golden Poppy points will be published next
·
Chapter #33, O.E.S. Hopefully, week in the newspapers and on
we
will gain other groups flye rs. Transportation will be
those in their favor. but also the
throughout
the community as we furnished by Carter's Transporstrong opposition. This will also
grow.
tation," said ~onza Thompson.
give checks and b alancing to
those politicians and their plat-. . - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - forms not to go overboard as the
tide may shift to the opposition
even during their tenure.
3) Acco rding to Earlene
Hinton of th e Dept. of Fair
Employment and Housing for
the State; "If you feel that you've
the Advancement of Colored
suit filed recently in People (NAACP), People
been wronged in the work place,
Federal District Court in United to Save Humanity
contact us and even if we can •t
the
National
help you we can at least put a Denver seeking $20 million in (PUSH),
company on no tice t h at t he d amages from Adolph Coors Newspaper
Publishers
employee is compl ain ing and Company. Inc ., of Golden, Association (NNPA). the
may seek further action. Often· Colo., will make immediate use African Methodist Episcopal
ti m es this leads to a policy of the Civil Rights Act of 1991, Chu rch, California Package
change by an employer that may which was signed by President Store Owners Association
be favorable for subsequ ent Bush on Thursday (Nov. 21).
(CAL-PAC) and a consumer
employees." Ms. Hinton related:
The complaint alleges that group representing the Denver
" Many times problems may be racial prejudice and discrimina- African American community.
kept at a minimum, especially tion were at the heart of Coors' The Covenant committed Coors
in sexual harassm ent c ases, if failure to follow through with to the "development of a genthe affected woman voices her commitments it had made to uine reciprocal relationship of
displeasure at the outset. Many place orders valued at over $3 cooperation and understanding
times the silent treatment is con- million with an African with the Black community" and
structed as acce ptance. If by American-owned Illinois com- to "accelerate and expand its
voicing herself regarding this pany from 1988 through 1992.
policies of affirmative action
matter she is disciplined or treatThe suit was filed on behalf and equal opportunity in
ed unfairly, she should contact of the now-dissolved Great employment and purchasing
us immediately so that a settle- American
Tool
and systems." Coors executives
ment of the dispute can come Manufacturing Co., Inc.• for- encouraged Burrows to acquire
about in a timely manner.•·
merly of Bensenville. Ill:, and and substantially upgrade the
Quite often discrimination is a Chicagoan Felix A. Burrows. capabilities of Great American,
matter of i gnorance. Often Jr., the former president and promising that if their guidance
times in conversing with those sole shareholder of Great was followed, Great American
of other ethnicities and/or gen- American, by the Chicago law could become a key supplier to
ders views regarding those mat- firm of Gottlieb and Schwartz Coors.
ters should be discussed freely and the Denver law firm of
"Coors' action in regards to
so that there are no misconcep- Cortez Friedman & Coombe. Great American and the persontions on either side . In those P.C.
al behavior directed towards
discussions. being forthright and
Felix
Burrows by Coors•
Coors' relationship with
standing for you point of view Great American evolved from a employees reflects a company
while keeping an open mind is 1984 agreement Coors entered in which racial prejudice, and
norm ally a way in which to into with the African American especially antagonism towards
comment on possi ble futu re community. known as the African A mericans , was an
problems and to diffuse a cur- National Incentive Covenant. accepted pan of the corporate
rent problem.
Coors entered into this agree- culture," said Freeman.
ment with a coalition of leaders
of the National Association for

A

Discrimination In The Workplace

by Melvin Tapp

PartV

A

Final Statement

ccording to a statement
by Michael Teer, past
Director of Inland Area Urban
League, "America is a vast melting pot with the ing redients at
the bottom. The bottom of the
pot always is the first to bum."
As
mentioned be fore
women in the work place, particularly Black women have in
many cases. two fold discrimination. That of racial implications
and sexual harassment. Over a
nine year period extending from
July 1982 thru September 1991,
the cases for sexual harassment
has risen on an average of 8%
per year according to statistics
c,omplied for the California State
t>ept. of Fair Employment and
Housing and The Federal Equal
~ mployment
Oppolilunity
~ ommission. It is a fair guess
that those numbers of reported
cases have increased since the
Clarence Thomas vs. Anita Hill
i!)cident during Thomas confirtttation hearing prior to being
vb ted onto the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Now that the problems have
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been identified, we as Black people, must seek solutions to best
remedy them. The following are
suggestions from participants
and various business administrators:
1)According to nearly all
those whom were interviewed,
there is a new need for dedicated
citizens. That would comprise
of the grass roots people to managers and administrators, who
are Black or empathize with the
Black experience to begin
forthright networking. The very
fact that passing on of information throughout the community
would impact the job market for
Blacks more r eadily which
would enhance the economic
base in the Black communities.
Further, general knowledge of
our political processes would be
upgraded so that legislative discrepancie s could be handled
more readily.
According to Attorney Paul
Ware; We need as a race to band
together in the formation of a
political bloc that would then
influence our entire environment
in regards to political and economic issues.
Riverside county is now in
the midst of re-districting. The
old phrase for this a ction is
"gerrymandering." This action
allows votes to be manipulated.
Once strongholds for c ertain
groups and spe cial intere st
groups have been divided, the
dynamics for the whole political
system is changed. New entities
then have to be established. tradition is then removed. Usually
those changes favor incumbents
and their personal special interests which can disregard public
interest over a long period. If
those persons who are proposirig

re-districting are honoring all
disclosures.
2) Agendas should be fully
disclosed. Unfortunately when
re-districting is to take place,
one or more of the effected districts will suffer due to a population shift or by zoning changes.
either of which usually affects
the economic base. The politically astute can·usually look
below the surface observe
these inequalitie s. Once the
maladies are discovered, the network should be used to distribute that information so that
voters can make an inform ed
choice.
In government agencies all
departments are effected or
affected by the administration
which is elected and from there,
appointments are usually made
to favor administration's ideologies which can effect hiring and
promotion guidelines and the
governing policies associated
with sexual harassment.
Furthermore, the use of networking could also enhance voter
participation.
The politicians realize the y
have only to convince a relatively small group of people to push
across their political platforms.
If the issues regarding above
mentioned discriminatory prac•
tices have an effect on you. then
it is your duty and you right to
voice your opinion and to solicit
others to fonn a block so that collectively your votes can account
for continuation of cenain policies and changes in others. Even
if your choice loses, but there
was a strong tum out against the
opposition. your votes will
remain a viable choice in the
future. Those who are our elected officials recognize not only

Coors Sued By African.
American Vendor
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-Why Integration Is ~c,t Desegregation
by Tony Brown

·a

Post on November 19, 1991 and
.; disagreed with my editorial of
November 13 in the USA
TODAY.
Propagandist Carl Rowan did
("Back to • Separate but
Equal'?" November 19, 1991)
what he has so insidiously done
for years: distort the truth and
bend facts to fit his self-serving
conclusions. On this occasion,
it was at my expense.
n his self-delusion, he calls
pride in heritage "black
separatism" and characterizes
the belief in a desegregated
wrong thinker. His concern society as a movement for
about King was the communist separate land away from Whites.
I have never believed that
influence surrounding him; his
modern-day attack base is White people would change the
directed toward anyone who condition of Black people and
deviates from what he calls any fool can see that America is
already separate - and unequal.
"integration."
Rowan's syndicated column And it will remain that way until
appeared in The Washington Blacks embrace self-help as the

include unfounded, deliberate
FBI lies in his book, Rowan
responded, " .. .it is not my job to
protect anybody, not least or
even Martin Luther King."
Rowan has been consistent
over the years. In the August
28, 1967 edition of The New
York Times, Andrew Young
called Rowan "the worst kind of
sophisticated Uncle Tom" for
Rowan's attack on King in the
August, 1967 issue of Reader's
Digest.
Author and Pulitzer Prize
winner
David
Garrow
summarized Rowan's article as
saying that "King was
conceited,
communist
influenced and 'persona non
grata' to Johnson."
Rowan, a former director of
the U. S. Information Agency,
has never been shy about
attacking anyone he considers_!_

-:

ames Earl Ray, the
convicted assassin of
Martin Luther King, Jr. has
rewritten his autobiography.
'. In the book, scheduled to
coincide with the annual
celebration of the civil rights
hero's birthday in January, Ray
claims he's innocent and Jesse
Jackson's introduction suggests
a government conspiracy. On
the back cover, columnist Carl
Rowan is quoted in what can be
construed as an endorsement.
Last year at this time,
~owan 's book came out, in
which he wondered if Rev.
Pavid Abernathy was "shielding
~'imself
against
future
revelations that the FBI had
~ccused him of having a homo$exual relationship with King?"
, · When asked by a Washington
:Post writer why he would

I

quotes from it for clarification:
The only wall of any .
consequence between Blacks
and Whites is a wall of poverty
and inequality.
Achieve.
equality of opportunity and
people will have the choice of
social mobility. And choic1y:
includes a Black neighborhood. ~
To use physical proximity to-'
Whites as a success index for
Black progress is to exacerbate
the already disastrous course of.
the Black pursuit of acceptance .
instead of equality. You get to a :
desegregated society through:
equality of opportunity, not :
racial assimilation.
· ·
The masses of Black:; :
historically have opposed;;
segregation. the state-enforced :
separation of the races, anq'!
fought for desegregation, an :
equality of opportunity and :
freedom of choice.
·
·

primary route to equality.
Any fool can also see that the
social policies of the last 40
years, under the banner of
integration,
have
only
exacerbated the fundamental
problems of political and
economic poverty of Black
people.
The vast majority of Blacks,
especially the younger ones,
recognize
that
equality
(desegregation) is much more
preferable than racial and
cultural anniliation.
Furthermore, to call Blacks
who work at Black universities
"frustrated" and "confused"
speaks more to Rowan's state of
mind than to any surrender to
racism.
Since Rowan used my
editorial in USA Today as his
straw man, let me offer the
Post's readers a few direct

Guest Editorial Christmas Season Of Compassion:

~

John E. Jacob

• An African-American perspective on the 50th Anniversary of the
:...
tlapanese Government's attack on Pearl Harbor

:~ by James Fonnan
'
he Christmas season is
I'
:· ~ vividly ~c'.11-1 Decem?Cr 7, 1941. I was only thirteen, living in
welcome for a host of
: Chicago~ Illin01s. I was m the home of a dear friend who said we reasons, but one that immedi:had to put out the lights for the Japanese government hadjust ately comes to my mind is that
~attacked Pearl Harbor. We lit a candle lamp and sat quietly and it's the one time of the year
~:talked.
when it's all right to be compas·- During our discussion, my friend said she hoped the Japanese sionate. Think about it. All
>would take over the U.S. and teach these White racists a lesson.
through the 1980s, "compasiAfter the all clear alann was sounded, I went home and thought sion" was out of style. Using
;~me more about my friend's remarks about the conquest of the U.S. it to describe people's political
:1>y Japan. Then, the next day, I went back to see her and said: "I attitudes was a way of putting
have thought about what you said. I know it is bad for us as a them down. It still is.
,.People, but I decided I had to tell you that I disagree with your
The Reagan revolution made
j)osition. I think life for the Black people would be worse if compassion a code word for
1apanese conquerors ruled over us."
unrealistic policies that spent a
• "What we should do, I think, is to fight to defeat the Japanese lot of money helping people
·attackers, despite all the problems we face as Bia k people. As we who .r.veren 't riGh. That har
:fight to help save the country from domination by the Japanese ' hearted lega y of the gree
attackers, we should also fight to change all these horrible decade continues; there still
•-conditions under which we live."
seems to be little place for com: "James," my friend replied, "I agree with you. But the way the passion in public policy. '
: Black people are treated in the U.S.," she continued, "is not right."
So along comes Christmas,
• She and I parted in agreement. We both would do what we could and it's temporarily legitimat
to help defeat the Japanese militarists, the ones who attacked Pearl to think in more humane1
Harbor and not Japanese. At the same time we would try always to terms. It's a sad situation
stop the brutality and inhumanity against the descendants of African when the spirit of compassion
slaves in the U.S., the African-American people.
that should activate public

..

T

life throughout the year
becomes a seasonal exercise an exception instead of the rule.
But that spirit cuts to the
heart of what kind of people
and society we are.
It's a time to think about how
to help the 20
million
Americans who monthly rely
on a food bank or a soup
kitchen for food ... the 13.4
million American children who
are growing up poor ... and the
more than one billion people
around the world who don't
have enough food to live an
active)ife.
And it's a time to think about
the way racial intolerance pervades so much of what our
nation do .
A case in point is the treat-

were

1
;{the;Jegal standards·which
jfapplied·to vari,ous types ofcases
jtiti'order'to deieimine .whether/iii
ets:;S; p~ecedentiSom~) thovt.ever_'are.,.;'"factdt,could_be determined .tha~
'· . singul~t i~sfr~llli~~(:fo:\'}:le -indi~ /"discrimination may have,

Letters To The Editor

ment accorded refugees from
Haiti.
America's compassion has
always led it to open its doors
to political refugees from
around the world. But when
those refugees are Black, there
seems to be a double standard.
So the nation that opened its
doors to refugees fleeing
oppression in Cuba wants to
repatriate refugees fleeing
oppression in Haiti.
There are legal distinctions
between "economic refugees"
and "political refugees." But
given the documented human
rights abuses taking place in
Haiti, it's hard to avoid the suspition tha,t policies denying
refuge to Haitians are based on
race .

-

Surely, a compassionate
society would .grant at least
temporary refuge to Black peo-;
pie who brave the terrors of a
dangerous sea journey in
makeshift boats. We did it fowhite people from Cuba, El
Salvador, Lebanon, Russia, and
other unfonunate lands.
Compassion doesn't mean
soft or unrealistic. It mea~
caring; acting on the notion th;it
we are all responsible for eacli
other, and acting in ways t~aj
reflect concern for the wellbeing of the total community ~
all its people, of whatever race. ,
So in this season of compassion, I would hope Americans
will reflect on more than tne
opportunity to display affluence
and status.

The best tires
·At the best price
& the best service

Guaranteecr
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all members or The Inland Empire.
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We will beat anyone's
price on Goodyear tires and
our Certified Mechanics will
have your car ready at the
time promised or you next

C'£ o,~~gsafory (>r Punitive. damf ~g~~r.[th~: {?epc1.rtment did still
·:.11!ye.~t~uth?rity io order Back
,, 1i:ay;<F'ro,11t ,g ay

lube, filter and oil change is
free.
So the next time your
car needs tires service or
repair - Come see us.

Goodyear Cenifled Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc

r----------------- r ------
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I
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$

Service includes· 95 · Replace pads and shoes •
•

,

Ra pack bearings on non drive axles
• Rasurfaca/drums/rotors
• Inspect calipers, Wheel Cylinders &
I per axel
hydraulics
LBrake Speclal • Adjust and road test

II

I
I
I
I

$15

--:---------,
0 -11er
includes:
I

I
.88 •
I
•
I ·
•
...,
•
I Lube_,oii''r~er •

Drain oil & replace up to 5 qts/30wl.
FREE • 12 pt. vehicle inspection
FREE - 4 lira rotation
Install new filler
Lubricate chassis

-----------------J~---------------2
LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME SEE'us TODAY
3553 Merrill AveRiverside CA 92506

'.i;:fli~\~t\i0"di~:ot·h~_v ;~~i

(under ce~ain
•
(714) 682•6070 or In San Bernanllno at (714) 839-0506.
~;~~~<ti#Pns:e:~plained to<him),:
....__ _ _ _ _ _ __;__ _ _ _ ___J t/·'''fi:'•' LTE continued on B-6

:

The best prices on the
best tires with the best service guaranteed ? Its all at
my Goodyear Certified Auto
Service Centers .

j

--

NATIONWIDE
SEVICE WARRANTY

______1.-_a_oo_-~~9~-T_1_R_E1_~z,CD
',J

'

-

ASK ABOUT OUR

I
I
I
I

.J
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-Over The Counter Flu And Cold Care Medication·
the boat when choosing one.
Beth Drake, M.D., a Kaiser
ntil science comes up Permanente pediatrician at the
with a cure for the com- Riverside medical center, recmon cold and flu, sufferers for ommends choosing non-prethe most part will have to take scription medications that treat
c'a re of themselves. But with a only the symptoms the sufferer
sea of over-the-counter medica- is experiencing. "Don't use
tions available, it's easy to miss combination medicines," Drake

U

said. "They are less effective."
All-in-one cold medications
often have ingredients that work
against each other, she said.
Coughing induced by colds and
viruses will last two to three
weeks invariably, according to
Drake, and neither the over-thecounter nor prescription syrups
I

Brown Protects Medical Funds
·.

.,
H

undreds of millions of
dollars in Medi-Cal funds
are more secure after the
Bouse passed a bill to stop the
~ush Administration from
<;hanging Medicaid funding regdiations today.
1
'. Rep.
George Brown (DOntario, Riverside,
San
Bernardino) applauded House
P.assage of the measure, which
m:ohibits the Department o f
Health and Human Services
(HHS) from limiting ways in
which states can raise matching
•

Medicaid contributions.
California stands to lose as
much as $800 million annually.
"Left unchallenged, the
White House plan will deprive
millions of poor people of critical medical care by sharply
reducing federal Medicaid dollars," Rep. Brown said.
Currently, California pays for
its Medicaid program through
provider taxes, voluntary contributions and intergovernmental
transfers.
The
Federal
Government then reimburses the
state for up to 80% of its total
Medicaid expenses.

)Home Again Project Holds
l~reative Writing Contest
•
.....

funds to help provide services to
homeless families. The deadline
for submissions is January 31,
1992 and the winners will be
announced on March 20th.
To be eligibie you must reside
in the Inland Empire are
(Riverside and San Bernardino
Counties). Entries must not have
been published previously and
should be submitted doublespaced typed on single-sided
white paper. Mail your submissions to Home Again Project,
P.O. Box 297, Redlands, CA
92374. For further information
contact Bob Hammond at (714)
792-9626.

I

I

'

ome Again Project, the
:
innovative homeless
:if.source and rehabilitation cen~~r located in Redlands, is
:a~arding over $500 in cash
~Hzes for the best essays, poems
!ahd short stories about home:Iessness. Winners will be select:ea in three categories: essays,
:t,aetry, and short stories. First
:~fize winners in each category
will receive $100 cash. Second
jprize in each category is $50 and
third prize is $25. Selected submissions will be included in an
~nthology which will be publi~hed later this year to raise
:H· '

"Enactment of this bill will
mean California can continue to
provide health care services to
those who need them most: poor
families, their children and the
elderly," said Rep. Brown.
Brown is the Chairman of the
House Committee on Science,
~pace and Technology, and is a
senior member of the House
Agriculture Committee. He
chairs the Congressional Office
of Technology Assessment and
is a member of the Task Force
on Crime and Drugs of the
Democt'c!tiC Caucus.

ence trouble sleeping, Drake such as Chlor-Trimeton may
added. Again, when treating also induce drowsiness and are
coughs, avoid multiple-ingredi- best taken before sleeping-.
Kaiser Permanente does not
ent medications.
endorse
any of the over-theFor congestion, an over-thecounter
medications
mentioned
counter decongestant with pseuhere.
Trade
names
are
listed for
doephedrine may work for a
easy
identification.
Kaiser
while, but then may produce a
Permanente,
a
group
practice'
rebound" effect - increasing
congestion. Drake suggests dis- HMO, serves more than 100,000
continuing use after three or members in Riverside county,.
four days. Also, decongestants and more than 2.3 million memsuch as Sudafed can cause bers throughout Southern
_.
insomnia. It may be better as a California.
daytime remedy. Use Actifed in
the evening. Anti histamines

will shorten the duration, she
said. For a cough that clears
phlegm or mucus from your
throat, don't take cough suppressants. Suppressants contain
codeine or other ingredients that
inhi bit the cough reflex, preventing this natural cleansing of
the respiratory tract. For a dry,
non-productive cough, however,
suppressants may be helpful. A
cough suppressant with dex tromethorphan,
such
as
Robitussin-DM or Benylin-DM,
however, will help quiet a cough
for a short_E.ime if you experi-

..
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retardant in any assembly
building holding more than 50

s the Christmas Holiday
draws near, the San
•••• •••••
S ernardi no
City
Fire
~••
~
'••
Qepartment wants to remind
••
~U.
••\
eyeryone to be extra careful and
rue safe this holiday season, •
•
e]pecially around
your :
•i
Oiristmas tree. Although it is •
•
qot a requirement to treat your
~
personal Christmas tree with :
•
tfarne retardant, in many places •
•
o;f public .assembly the law does \-'
r~uire that Christmas trees be {I
:
tt,eated with an approved flame
•
retardant.
:: Christmas trees must be
tfated with an approved flame
:•
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VA and CONVENTIONAL
FINANCING AVAILABLE
'

From $ 139,000
1

•·

.,

Three, tour bedrooms

Located near San Miguel in California Oaks, Sorrento
offers homes with three and four bedrooms, one and
two stories and up to 1,744 square feet! These are
affordable homes with all the amenities and
ambiance you 've come to expect from Pardee
Construction Company.
Take 1-15 to California Oaks Road (just two miles north of Rancho
California). Go east and follow signs.
24009 Manresa Court, Murietta, CA 92362 {n4) 677-5608
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,to 'rejoice, to purge the old in • drug~ :{~~$1St;f1e!p'°. > t \Yhen
preparation for 'the rie'!V,. year. IL shoppiJ!g),!}lis'JiQli,day/se.isog
is a time to focus on Africa and .· think fl!biUytmembers wh(l
· , African-inspired culture and to . may ;. l>,e;]i'.'.:1fr .'iieed • . Ma~'.~
reinforce a value 's ystem that .· tespo4si})}t;}p~r~lfas~S'.''~~c1J'
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Start The
Ne,v Year
Off With A
Bang By
Subscribing

To The Black
Voice! Still
Onlv
.., $32.33

. are not the best ofJimes ·for , suppqi;t:]>~rltes' tq raise' mofie~
,. Americans. Histpricallyt'Black .. for foog', E~nt · ~>r mottgag~
Americans are the hardest hit .• payipents: );.}J,j;. · · ,
., , · . j;~
during such ·gloomy times.
Band/ ~_ogeth:~r '. with friend,~
Children who once asked Santa'· . ancl famHy.'.a.Qcl share hopes arid
Claus for toys are asking for ' dre'ams '#i'.d~r?so.~rce~ f,fqip ;th,¢
jobs and food. The U.S. Labor heart fotttus'i ~ the triie:.m~~°¥1g
KWANZAA
Department says the number of pf;celeb~ti~t;t~~ru;~\/' ;;,i;l;;t
. over the'pastfew y~ars,i the homeless, hungry·:iamilies with ·•· <\ • Frorp'.i]fu'¾tf
tr~<Utional holiday s·e asotf has ·children continues to grow at an ' pave a,~~fefajicl j(?yo\ls:holjdaY.
'
. seasonTdYJij')'\ ·; ,. " ;}Utt
taken .on· ~
meaning as alanningrate.

aP!Uy'.; Jo ypµ,fs

new.

j{appy j{o{idays

_ Yearly

Prices, rates and terms subject to change without notice,
and do not Include lot premiums and optional extras.

Pardee Construction
Company

persons, and in
ALL
educational
facilities,
institutional buildings, hotels,
and
common
areas ofapartment complexes.
These
requirements apply to all
churches, theaters, schools, day
care centers, nursing homes,
hospitals, adult care centers ,
hotels, common areas of
apartment complexes; and
restaurants and drinking
establishments holding more
than 50 patrons.
If you are placing Christmas
trees in any of these listed
occupancies, be sure to check
for proof of flame retardant
treatment. The fire code
requires that a tag be affixed to
the tree. This tag must show
the State Fire Marshal Seal of
Approval, the nam e and
registration number of the
person responsible
for
treatment, chemical retard ant
name and date of application.
Failure to have properly
treated Christmas trees and
large decorations in public
assembly areas is a violation of
the Uniform Fire
Code.
Occupants will be required to
remove all untreated materials
and may be cited by the Fire
Department for failure to
comply. These regulations help
ensure that the holiday season
is a safe and happy one for
all the residents of San
Bernardino City.
For more information,
contact the San Bernardino City
Fire Department

Seasons
(jreetings

Over 38,000 homes built since 1948.
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]his Holiday Season Be Extra Careful
~- ¥Jarns The S.B. Fire Department
•
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Iver Get So•bodJ lotol~ wasted!
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TAKE THE KEYS

CAll ACAB.
TAKE ASTANO..

fRlfN •S DON'T
~ US. OopanmentotTr&nsjl0r1111lOn

J

lH fRlfN •S•RIV[ •RUNK
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MEicls~ A Sound Financial Plan For The Future
C

onsider where you would
like to be financially in
;five years, or 10 years or 15
'years?
In this colum n we discuss
ways of protecting your assets,
however it is all for naught if
there are no assets to cover.
After you have decided where
you would like to be and by
when figure out how to gel
there. That is, what you need to
do, staning now, to reac.h your
objective.
'·
An uncenain economy may
seem to make planning very difficult. But to protect against the
vagaries of the future, consider
basing your financial plan on
these six basic rules.
Flexibility: this means that
you must read and stay current
about events and developments
so that you can modify you plan
somewhat as the situation
requires. For example, watch
interest rates offered on bank
accounts, annunities, money market funds, certificates of deposit
(CD's), Treasury issues and
other investments instruments.
Retirement
plan
Contributions: Do not under
estimate the value and power of
tax deferred retirement accounts.

If you are an employee, study
the retirement plans options
offered by your employer.
Many of these plans are estab1i shed under section 401(k).
This means that you may set
aside a part of your salary or
commissions (up to $8,475 in
1991 depending on plan limits)
without paying any current
income tax on the amount going
into your plan's account. The
funds in the account can compound on a tax-sheltered basis
until withdrawn.
Similar favorable tax treatment is available for the selfemployed individuals in what is
known as Keogh plans. In these
plans, you can set aside up to
$30,000. Even if you "moonlight" and earn money as a consultant, free lance or other contractor. Even if you are a partial
owner of a company, you may
set aside extra retirement funds
without paying current income
tax on those funds. One way to
do this is to set up a non-qualified deferred compensation plan.
Don't overlook tax deductions
for contributing to an Individual
Retirement Account (IRA) even
though they may be limited if
you are covered by an employer
sponsored retirement plan.
Consider making non deductible

contributions to an IRA to take
advantage of the tax sheltered
compounding provisions.
Personal Savings: Make a
habit of saving on a regul ar
basis, in addition to what you
are stashing away for retirement
Even small amounts can add up
dramatically. For example
$1000.00 saved at 6.00% interest, compounded monthly,
would grow to $6,022.58 in thirty years.
Accurate Records : The
records you keep regarding such
things as charitable contributions, home improvements and
investments can help you cut
your tax liability and the money
y9u save on taxes can be invested.
Debt Reduction: Wherever
possible reduce or eliminate
your credit card, auto loans and
other personal debt. The less
you owe the more you can save.
Interest on personal debt.
Interest on personal debt is not
deductible starting this year.
Fringe Benefits: Make maximum use of your company
extras. The most common of
these are group life, health
insurance plans or flexible
spending account. They are
sometimes know as Section 125
plans. You can have a cenain

amount of pre-tax dollars withheld from your pay check to pay
for certain medical expenses,
child care or long term care.
However, any money left in the
account at year end is forfeited.
Consider taking mini vacations as extensions to company
paid travel. Even though most
companies charge you for personal use of a company car, you
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Complete se rvic e from Planning
to Fin al C lean Up.
Quality Wo rk at Competitive
Prices also General Home
Repair s . C a ll 714-780-2692.
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CAL~ FED

Inland Empire

Orange County

(714) 989-7739 Ext. 243

(714) 841-6899
(714) 990-2151 Ext. 223

@

Loans may not be available on propenies located outside of Cal Fed's mvice tenitories. Cal Fed reserves the right to change its lending
, p ~. practices and requirements at any time without notice.
~

·-

Marcille's Hair Design
S922 Magnolia, Riverside
We Offer:

Blow styles, precision cuts, press & curl, curls,
retouches, cellophanes, weaves & braids
Call for an A
intment: 684-2710

-t'~~~

~~ -ef~«#-,-1../~

2313 E. Philadelphia
Su~e P
: Ontario, CA 91761
; (714) 923-34 18
i FAX 947-7932

MARLA•s
MEMORY LANE

#

• Proms
• Weddings

2323 W. Martin Luther King Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA.
(213)294-8430

• Corporate Accounts

I

-,-- ...._...- .--....--.-:--------..~- - -- - - ,

• Body Guard & RN Available

Presents
American Express

13ar--13-0ue With Soul!
6ram's Mission 13ar-13 - 0ue

Speci alizing i n single family
ho mes.

I

At Cal Fed, we think that owning a home is a into your new house years sooner than you
right, not a privilege. Which is why we offer the ever dreamed possible.
Community Home Buyer's Program. An affordSo let the Cal Fed Community Loan Officer
able fixed rate loan that features an especially
in your area show you how simple buying a home
low down payment.
can be. The Community Home
And because we're making it
Buyers Program at Cal Fed. Where
easier to qualify, you could move CALIFORNIA FEDERAL BAN,~ our doors are wide open to evezyone.

23741 G SUNNYMF.AD BlVO,
MORENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388 ~~
7141242-3414 ._/-.-a,,#~

f
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can open aoors for you

Afrocentric
ks and Literature
158~ V est Baseline
San Berqardino, California

- De a I Direct Wi th Bu ii de r not a
sa l es- man.

•

,.'cl';~~:111,ftt~~,,~12,,?!Jt:,1~<,.

BROWN S BOOKS

#513831.

•
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Join Our Business Directory
-MOSES..FE~llELL GENERAL

personal use of the car.
Setting up a financial plan
using these six steps are not
complicated and can pay huge
dividends. if you have any
questions, need additional information or wish to make sugges-.,
tions for future columns. Write"
to Cover Your Assets, Black
Voice New, P.O. Box 1581,
Riverside, CA 92502.

t(~~ft?t:f

The Black ·voice 1\lews reacnes
over 35,000 readers ever y
week. Your business ca n
reach them too call Chery l
Brown at 889-0506 or 682-6070.

CONTRACTOR LIC

still benefit because you would
otherwise have to use after-tax
dollars to but or lease a car. If
you are in the 31 % tax bracket
now, it would take $8,696 pretax dollars to pay $5,000 a year
to finance a lease or purchase
plus any up front cash.
Remember, the company can
deduct all its lease costs as long
as your business use exceeds the

13uy l Chicken
()inners

Sunday:

Marla's Jazz Champagne Brunch

Monday:

Tina Mayfield's Blues Review
Blues Guest Stars

Tuesday:
Thursday:

Singers Showcase
New Beginnings in Jazz
featuring grammar school to
ccllege age students

6ram's Mission
3C5-'C5 7th St.,

!Riverside

3rd l)inner free
•6umbo
•6izzards
•Chitterllnl,!S
•Peach 8': Apple
Cobbler

Friday&
Saturday:

Featured Guest

•Southern Vege table Assortment

Tillie's Memorial Chapel
•Open 7 da}'S a week
• ·H am -·Hpm
•Call for catering parties

Accepts all types of Burial Insurance even
1557 W EST BASE LINE

Pre-Need from other Morticians

(7..... ) 782- 82 ... ~

We have our own insurance policy as well as Pre-Need.

·· z,~1f/'9

(714) 889-0081

Tri - Star

~

25% Off

e~

Tri - Star
Family Dental Centre

• Most Insurance Accepted
• Chlldren
•Seniors

Mon, ues.

Hair Stylists Needed

~- ~ S"'4ll, ~ ~ ~:

9 A.~~~r;·P.M.
10~~~s~~M.
Friday

9 A.M.- 2 P.M.
Saturday.

9AM. - 1 P.M.

.

Call For Your Appointment
Dr. Lloyd B. Walker

3953 Beatty Dr.
Riverside, CA

HOURS

106 North Eucalyptus
(Corner of Rialto Ave)
Rialto
(714) 875-1299
-

(714)'782-8711
Tues. - Sat. 9 - 6 p.m.

92506

7cn~fJ~(!4M

• General Dentistry
• Dental Lab On Premises
: • Same Day Repair

Dr. Robert Williams

,__,,(J~~

1lt"4t E#fleettc11t

Trust Your Hair To The
One's Who Care
Hair Care Coiffures
Relaxers, Wave Nouveau,, Curls, Texturizen,
Press & Curl Wraps, Weaving, Braids, Manicuring and
Pedicuring Services

'
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JCPenneyOffers Fashion Excitment From ;A New Direction-.
H
-/

double as head wraps, boxy
"Kouffi" hats, and colorful print
tote bags. This fashion apparel
and hand crafted art from The
Gambia will be available in
mid-November exclusively at

ot colors, dramatic patterns, bold, fresh shapes.
: The latest creations of a
' European couturier?
'. Not exactly! This colorful
·-group of dresses, caftans and JCPenney's stores are located in
kimonos has been designed and the Carson Mall in Carson,
Hawthorne Plaza in Hawthorne
, made by individual artisans in
The Gambia, a country slightly and the Fox Hills in Culver City
smaller then the state of and 19 other JCPenney stores '
Connecticut, which nestles nationwide.
around the Gambia River in
The Gambian apparel is new
West Africa. The collection, to the U.S. market, and is made
rooted in the rich tribal diversity by individual Gambian artisans
~-Of Gambian culture, is capped
working at home in true cottage;o....ff_b.:...y_c_oo_r_d_in_a_tin_g_sc_arv_e_s_th_at__i_nd_u_s_try_.1_1_~~--_im_po_n_e_d_b_y_A_MT__
N

'

GETAWAY FOR

THEWEEKEND
TI-IE
BEFORE

WEEKEND

GETS AWAYFROMYou
Marriott's Ttoo Far Breakfast Weekend
$114* per night, not per person
· This weekend, escape to the San Francisco Marriott Fisherman's Wharf.
We're located in the heart of the
world-renowned Fisherman's Wharf,
the legendary area that makes San
Francisco "everyone's favorite city."

International Inc., a finn founded last year by Joe A. Allen and
John L. Bolling III, t wo
African-American entrepreneurs
from Dallas, Texas.
"We were first interested in
AMT's 1ine because we actively
encourage minority suppliers,"
A k
says
Bruce
c erman,
Merchandising
Services
Operations Manager for
JCPenney. "But what sold us
was the freshness and vitality of
the fashion story as well as the
intricate wood carvings of the
original art."
JCPenney's minority supplier
development program, founded
in 1972, has grown to a $328
million business. JCPenne y
actively seeks minority suppliers
from the minority grovps identified by the Department o f
Commerce - Black, Hispanic,
Asian and Asian Indian
Americans, Native Americans,
Eskimo Americans and Hasidic
Jews.
The program makes good
business sense to JCPenney by
bringing goods and services
with an ethnic perspective as
well as providing new and competitive ideas.

Your stay includes deluxe accommodatiorn and two full breakfasts each
morning of your stay. So before another
weekend slips away, call us direct at
(800) 525-0956 or contact your travel agent.

...
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··
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Subscription
Call

FRANCISCO~frtott.
FISHERMAN'S WHARF

(714 )682-6070

1250 Columbus Avenue
San Franc,sco,CA 94133 • (415) 775-7555

Models wear apparel from The Gambia which will be available at JCPenney's stores.

Business Directory
lEJf's Woirdl lPirocessnng Sen.rice

WT J Ill

•Mailing Lists •Legal Briefs•
Transcriptions •Art Paste-Ups •Ayers

complete Heating &
Air Conditioning

ffltJIIUI SUM 1)..,.,et.
Attorney at Law

Programs Available : Word Perfect 5. 1,
Ventura Desktop, Quicken 4, Pagemaker

·N~

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 683-1777

Pick Up & Delivery: Redlands. Colton. Loma
Linda, Rialto, Highland, San Bernardino c/o
Westside Story Newspaper • 498 Court
Street, Ste. 208 • San Bernardino, CA 92401
Phone: (714) 384-8131 Fax : (714) 384-8133
Ask for 'EJ"

R"ldentlal - Commercial - lnduatrlal Most Makes & Models
E1tlm1te1 Given• Call (714) 788-9244

"!Let Us Be Of Service 'lro You!"

1--------------1t---!===.~~==::..:.:::.:.!.:..:.:!.:.:.:..:.;:::..._ _~=========================!.l Ham, Roast Beef, Pastrami,

Otis L. Jones

,SHEILA STOKES, HAIR SffLIST

Attorney at Law
'S

So Hurry Up
And Reserve
Yours Today!!

Special.I.zing In Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-ins

Gog1's Beauty Salon
139 West Foothill Blvd.
•Rialto, CA 92376

Salon ( 714)875-158L
Home (714) 864-4769_

A Cut Above Hair Salon

4

"With You In Mind"
5665 Van Buren Blvd, Ste C
Riverside, CA 92503
(714)352-9236
LL BRAIDS & WEAVING SERVICES 1/2 OFF
ASK FOR:

dW.a'l.tin Extc.'l.minatou.

(714) 421 -0633
P.O . BOX 2398
RIALTO, CA 92377

CLINTON It MARTIN
OWNER/OPERATOR

$

CREST SALON
Mickey

IT PAYS T~.~~OK WELL

~

Jot S s,~, }ighl B1rbtr SJiop

NAIL T ECHNICIAN

0

1535 UNIVERSITY AVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 684-2467
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP

RIVERSIDE , C A 92506
(714) 686- 1 290

Rate 8.625%*, A.P.R. 8.813%
, Fast Approval! Subject To Verification of
Credit Appraisal of Your Owner-Occupied
House.
-We Arrange Other loan Programs: 1st &
2d TD's Rates Subject To Change
"Based on 75% of Appraisal ; $100,000
Loan, Call West Coast Realtors Flnanclal
Services Broker, 714-874-921O
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DIRECTIONS IN ART
Full Service Advertising Art
Ads • Stationery • Logos • Printing • Graphics
Brochures • Design • Layouts • camera-Ready Art
Calligraphy • Photography • Copy Writing • Illustration
Oebra Renee Jeter,

M Director
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If you don't see it ask the manager.

784-0729
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Albert Johnson Jr.
Attorney At Law

"
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EBONY

GET A LOW FIXED RATE 30-YEAR LOAN!
We arrange REFINANCING First T.D

'

COMPLETE PEST & TERMITE CONTROL
LICENSED & BONDED

MONICA, GENIA, RACHEL

7028 M AGNOLIA A VE .

696 North "D" Street Suite 1
San Bernardino, CA 92401
(714) 888-5519

Corned Beef
Poor Richards Products
available at Stater Bros., Price
Club, PACE, Vons, Lucky's &
Food For Less,

~

" .J:.a._9£ Enou9h 'Jo d £w£
d ma.ft EnoUfjh 'Jo Ca.u."

25%0FF
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To Start Your

• Price does not include tax and gratuities. Subject to availab,luy.
Ofter valid through 2/29/92.

SAN

. .

(._J't
J
Specializing in Afacan-American Art

P.O. Box 70163
Riverside, Calif
92513-0163

(714) &84-0484

By Appointment Only

4166 Almond Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 68~8398
Alicia & Howard Lee
Directors

.

M - F 9:00 to 6·00

Sat 9 · :.1:00

LEE' S SHOE REPAIRS
GOLF BAG · LU GG AG E RE PAIR
AND SHOESHI NE PARLOR
52 25 Canyon Crest Or. No.7,9
SAM LEE

(714) 683-1777

m verside. CA 92507

Bertha's Beauty
Salon & Boutique
Wave Nouveau & Lustra Curls $10 OFF
Wonder Curl & permanent Relaxers
$5 OFF

Men · Women · Children
1338 Massachusetts Ave., Riverside
Near K-mart Shopping Center on Iowa
Bertha's Introduces
INTRODUCING . Meya !!!
Specializing in Finger Waving, $25
up, Press and curl, $30, Shampoo
Blow-dry .
Call For Your Appointment
(714) 682-1338
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Thursday, December 19, 1991

· The Black Voice News

RAND TERRA
Church Glorious Christian
~·ReUowship
: B. Orlando Dillion, Sr. Pastor
:-11750 Mt. Vernon Ave.
;, Grand Terrace, CA 92324
1·('714)423-3035
~Sunday Morning Worship 10 a.m.

!~
--------• ,1
!FONTANA
l!J
I

['Methodist
:'lfethel AME
~¾orris A. Buchanan, Pastor
' ~'1'6262 Baseline Ave.
: Fontana, CA 92335
1
1714) 350-9401

Baptist
Community Baptist Church
"Come Let Us Reason Together"
5854 Carter St., Fontana, CA
(714) 350-9646
Sunday Services
9:30am.
Sunday School
11:00am.
Morning Worship
5:00p.m.
B.T.U.
· P,rayer and Bible
7:00p.m.
r'Study Wed.
V'

Bphesian New Testament
Rev. Emory James, Pastor
16286 Foothilll Blvd
&ntana,CA
.(iH4}823-3400
<ItPRO 1570 AM
· ~ad for services)

pau ng
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 780-7110
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Sunday Worship

9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
11:00a.m.

Seventh Day Adventist
Perris Seventh Day Adventist
Pastor Jesse Wilson
5th Street SDA
300 E. 5th Street
Perris, CA 92370
(714) 657-2798
Saturday Service
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Adventist
4:00p.m.
Youth Program

REDLANDS
Baptist
Second Baptist, Redlands
Rev. A. Green
420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
(714)793-1074
Sunday Worship
Church School
9: 15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.

RIALTO

""u --------'Seventh Day Adventist
'Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA
.7347 Juniper Ave.
Fontana, Ca
"'(714) 822-4349

~---------

Seventh Day Adventist
Valley Fellowship SDA
275 E. Grove St Ave
Rialto, CA 9237_6
(714) 874-5851

RIVERSIDE

•r

Non Denominational
,i,.t,vekmd
Chuck Singleton, Senior Pastor
· 16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
(714) 899--0777
(see ad for services)

PERRIS
••
?

Baptist
New Hope Baptist
Rev. Dr. H. Hubbard Pastor
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor

Amos Temple CME
2719 11th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(See ad for services)
Baptist
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Frederick Amerson, Pastor
7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
(714)688-7872
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.

e y vemng
Youth Bible Service
Friday Evening

Canaan Baptist Church
Leonard C. Coes, Pastor
2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15
Riverside, CA 94504
(714)353-1010
9:15 a.m.
Sunday Bible Study
11:00a.m.
Sunday Worship
6:00p.m.
Sunday Training
Tuesday Church
7:00p.m.
Workers Meeting
Prayer & Bible
Study Meetings
7:00p.m.
Wednesday

Apostolic/Pentecostal
Riverside Faith Temple
Revs. J. & B. Sims
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)788-0170
Sunday Services
9:30am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA
(714) 684-9160
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
B.T.U.
Evening Worship

New Joy Baptist Church
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA
(see as for services)

Non Denominational
Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-9160
Sunday Service
Victory Celebration 10:00 am.

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church
5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
.P.O. Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor
Saturday Services
Song Service
9:15 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth Service 5;00 a.m.

Park Avenue Baptist Church
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-8782
Sunday Service
9:20 a.m.
Round Table Prayer
9:30a.m.
Sunday school
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
Baptist Training
6:00 p.m.
Union
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Second Baptist Church
2911 9th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 am.
Devotional Services
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:15 am.
Service for Praise
6:00 p.m.
(Sunday Evening Workshop)
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m.

Mt. Moriah Baptist
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor
18991 Marioposa St
Riverside, CA 92508
(714) 780-2240
Sunday Services
Prayer of Consecration 9:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Devotion & Worship
5:30p.m.
BYPU(lst)
6:00p.m.
Evening

Friendship Missionary
Baptist Church
Pastor Leon Thompson
Services at Calvary Arrowhead
Mission Center
3626 Monroe Street
Weekly Schedule
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Monday Mission
7:00p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
l:30p.m.
Sat Choir Rehearsal
Good News Missionary Baptist
Rev. Johnny D. Harris
Box Bobby Bonds University Ave.
P.O. Box 55743
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)787-8667
Sunday Services
Song&
9:00a.m .
Praise Service
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship

Seventh Day Adventist
Kansas Ave. SDA Church
Anthony Pascall, Pastor
4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Saturday Service
Song Service
9:15 a.m .
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m.
Church Service
11:00 a.m.
Adventist Youth
Services
Mid-Week Service

Bright Star Missionary Baptist
Pastor K. Solomon Williams
5306ODEL
Rubidoux, CA
Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00am.
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
5:30p.m.
B.T.U.
7:00p.m.
Evening Service

AMOS TEMPLE

1711 11th St.
Riverside, CA 81507
(714)811-1587

..

UNDAY SERVICES

Worship Services
Morning Worship l:GD a.m.

S1111daJ School

8:10 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Pra,er and Bible Stlldf

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;:;;;;i

Wedn•day

b VELAND

MEAND

I

e:ao p.m.

9 a.m.
lla.m.
: Great Family Assembly 6 p.m.

Chuck Singleton, Pastor
Baptism Service
at Fontana Location 7:30 p.m.

VALLEY FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF SEVENTH-DAY
ADVENTIST
275 E. Grove
Rialto, CA 92376
(714)87405152

Non Denominational
Ufe Changing Ministries
Dr. Rev. Reginald Woods
5395 N. 'F' Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714) 381-4885
(see ad for services)

Apostolic I Pentecostal
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church
Rev. Joel Steward
3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, CA
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809
(see ad for services)

SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
2911 Ninth Street
Riverside, CA 92502
(714)684-7532
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:15 a.m. ,.
Devotional Services 10: 15 a .m.
Nursery Opened
10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday
Bible Study
7:45 p.m .
Prayer Services
7:00 p.m .

''Bible Teaching Church"
5395 N. "F" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92407
(714)822-3277
Dr. Reginald Woods

School of Wisdom9:30 a.m:
Morning Worship 11 :00 o.m.
From Compton, CA

ST. PAUL A.M.E.
CHURCH
1355 W. 21st. Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714)887-1718

Worship Services

5:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

James R. Doggette
I

Senior Pastor

Sunday Services 9:00 a.m.
and 10:45 a.m.
Wednesday Night
Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

Dr. E. Jones

NEWJOY

Wednesday

t

Pastor
Ellsworth
Gantt, n ·

LIFE CHANGING
MINISTRIES

EE

BAPI'IST CHURCH
Service held at:
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

. Weekly Events:
·
Saturday
Sabbath School
9:00 a.m.
givine Worship
11 :00 a.m.

Elj>le Study

RUBIDOUX

(Temporary Location)
Hunt Park-Renck Center
4015 Jackson St.
Riverside, CA
Mailing Address
P.O. Box 8282
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 780-5924 or 780-4539

SJJNDAY WORSIDP
~pCATION:
pwanda High School
l:3500 Victoria Ave.
cho Cucamonga, CA

• e Hot Meals

9:30a.m.
11:00a.m.
6:00p.m.

Baptist
Bethesda Missionary Baptist
Church
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Services
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
11:00a.m.
Worship Hour

M.B. CHURCH

~6888 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92336
: {714)889-0777
. '.'

ise Celebration

Church OJ God In Christ

Refreshing Spring Temple
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0860
Sunday School
9:20 a.m.
Morning Service
11:15 a.m.
Evening Service
6:30 a.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights &
activities for the children. 7:30 p.m.

BETHEL A.M.E HURCH

unday School 9:00 a.m.
unday Service 10:45 a.m.
omen In Prayer
'!. After Sunday Serive
rayer Meeting
Wed.nesday
7 :00 p.m.
ible Study
Wednesday
7:30 p.m.
orris A. Buchanan, Pastor

Methodist
Allen Chapel AME Church
8405 Maple
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714)689-9406

St. John Baptist
Rev. C. James, Pastor
2433 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 784-0000
Sunday Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Service

.J

9:45 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
5:00p.m.
6:00p.m.

SAN BERNARDINO

The Powerhouse COGIC
Rev. McDowell
2843 11th St.
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)684-6923
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist
Worship Services
Rev. H. Bratton
9:30a.m.
Sunday School
6021 Liminite Ave.
11:30 a.m.
Morning Service
Riverside, CA 92509
Evening Service
6:30p.m.
(714)788-2500
Bible Study
Worship Services
7:30p.m .
11:00a.m. Tuesday
Sunday School
12:30p.m. Gen~ral Service
Worship & Praise
7:30p.m.
Friday

1626 Baseline Ave.
Fontana, CA 92335
(?14)350-9401

thedral Worship

7:30p.m ..

Sunday:
Sunday School
9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Tuesday:
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Rev. Paul S. Munford,M. Div.
Study
7:00 p.m.
"Everyone Is Welcome"

Sunday Worship
Service
11 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday
Bib le Study 7 :00 p. m.
~·
Rev. Charles Brooks
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Rev. Frank Gray Retires From GTE-

RELIGIOUS BRIEFS
CHRISTMAS FELLOWSIIlP BANQUET
Refreshing Spring Temple Church of God in Christ Women's
Department presents a "Christmas Fellowship Banquet" on
Saturday, December 21, 1991. Fellowship time is from 6:00 p.m.
- 7:00 p.m. Dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m.
The banquet will be held at theCask 'N Cleaver Restaurant,
1333 University Avenue, Riverside, California. The guest
speaker is pastor Ron Hill of Compton, California. Donation per
ticket is $25.00.
You don't want to miss this glorious occasion fellowshipping in
Christ. Come join us in giving thanks to God for all He's done for
us in 1991. Please RSVP by December 18, 1991.
For more information please contact Shirley Decker at (714)
657-9060 or Refreshing Spring Temple Church at (714) 7840860,

R

ev. Fra nk W. Gray
recently retired fro m
GTE-California after more than
25 years of service. In 1966
Rev. Gray started his telephone
career with the California water
and telephone company which
was later purchased by General
Telephone of California. Rev.
Gray was emplo yed as a
outside-plant installer in Palm
Springs when he began his
career, and has some very fond
memories
of
installing
telephones in the homes of the
rich and famou s like Frank
, Sinatra, Bob Hope, Red Skelton,
•J:>eter Lawford, and the Marx
Brothers.
Rev. Gray transferred to
network services in 1968 and

HOLIDAY GIFT BOUTIQUE
Temple Missionary Baptist Church,1583 W. Union, San
Bernardino, is inviting the public to join in a series of exciting
holiday events. The events begin with a special holiday gift
boutique on December 21st from 10:00 a.m- 12:00 pm in Abram's
Hall. If you are out of ideas for holiday gifts come in and browse
around. This will be followed by a very special Christmas Eve
Service and Fellowship on December 24th at 7:00 pm also in
Abram's Hall. The highlight of the season will be a Watch
Service on December 31st from 10:00 pm-12am. Harrison
Carolina will preach his first sermon at this service. For more
, information please call 888-2038.

remai ned in that department
u ntil retirement. He was
awarded many service awards,
and received perfect atttrndance
recognition for ten years. He is

Rev. Frank W. Gray
retiring under a enhanced
retirement
program
for

management
employees
effective December 16, 1991.
In 1980 Rev. Gray was
promoted to management and
became one of the few AfricanAmerican pioneers of GTE
Telephone operations. In 1982
GTE Developed and tested it's
firs t state of the art digital
telephone system under the
supervision of Rev. Gray in the
City of Banning, California. In
1985 GTE built a new 30
million dollar switching center
to replace the obsolete step-bys te p equipment in San
Bernardino; this equipment was
put in service, and maintained
under the supervision of Rev.
Frank Gray.
Rev. Gray has been active in
community affairs. He has
served on the Board of Directors
(or the San Bernardino branch

of the NAACP. He serves on
the allocations committee fo
the Arrowhead United Way.
Rev. Gray is the president of the
Boys and Girls Club of San
Bernardino; he is also a member
of the St. John Masonic Lodge
#123.
Now that Rev. Gray is retired,
he plans to pursue his dream o
pastoring. Rev. Gray attendetl
Lane College in Jackson, Tenn.;
S .B . Valley College in San
Bernardino; Cal. State Sart
Bernardino; and the California
Baptist College in Riverside.
He holds a Master of Divinity
Degree, and now serves as tne
Assistant Pastor at the St. Patil
A.M.E. Church Rev. Gray is·'1'i
ordained A.M.E. Minister, aitd
having pastored part-time, for· l 5
years in other ministries, he
should do well.
,-r,

Pianist alvin Taylor Comes To·)
Del Rosa Methodist Church

FAMILY, FRIENDS & NEIGHBORS DAY

Calvin has authored two music has recorded eleven solo::
books, " Spirituals for Piano" albums.
. ·:
alvin Taylor, pianist and and "The Patriotic Piano", and
Calvin Taylor, playing the!·:
recording artist from Los
piano since the age of five, also :
Angeles will present a live
studied trumpet and organ ahcf
concert of sacred music on
was serving as organist f tfr
Sunday, December 29, 1991 at
several churches by the age Uf
the Del Rosa United Methodist
14. While in high school, Calvin
Church, 3350 Del Rosa Avenue,
was a member of both the Los
San Bernardino at 10:00 a.m. A
Angeles Junior Philharmonic
unique mirror and lighting
and the Southwest Youth
system over the piano will allow
Symphony. He composed and
the audience to see the entire
orchestrated music for the ballet
Dr. Reginald Woods
pi ano keyboard during the
"U.F.O." by the Kristians anll
Ballet Association in Norwa~
WHAT IS A BILL OF concert.
A former Billy Graham
and his composition, Intermezzo
DIVORCE?
Crusade organist, Calvin Taylor
has been performed by a numbe11
Question :
D ear Dr. has toured throughout the world,
of symphony orchestras. Calvin
Woods, The O ld Testament playing in North and South
Taylor has composed original
speaks of a "Bill of Divorce" America, Europe and the Far
music for several film
that a man_gave to his wife East. Holding degrees in music
including "A Cry for Miracles'".
when he no longer wanted to from both Oberlin Conservatory
., Tilere is no charge for admissioi\
be
the_
University
of _
Michigan,
Celvln Taylor
1be public is invited. _ _ __i
thismarried.
practice?Can you explain ...._and
__
_ __;__
_.:;_...:_....:.:::.:..:..:.:.:...:.::.:~.:..._------....:..::..:...:.;_~:..::.:,,;,,:,:,::.:.:..

Amos Temple Christian Methodist Episcopal Church located
at 2719 11th Street in the city of Riverside, will have its' annual
"Family, Friends & Neighbors Day" on Sunday, December 22,
1991 at both the 8 a.m. and 11 a.m. worship services.
This program is our traditional 'Homecoming' service where
we invite our families, our neighbors and all those old friends
who have moved or those new friends who have never been able
to visit us, to do so on this day.
For more information, please contact Toni Jackson-Williams at
(714) 683-1567.

C

35 CHRISTMAS TURKEY FOOD BOXES
The First Baptist Church family with the assistance of local
enterprises will give away toys, turkeys, and food boxes Sunday,
December 22, 1991. Familys receiving the gifts will be selected
from a list of community families, based upon the most needy.
Dan's Feeds Cafeteria, All About Hair Salon, Ralph's Super
Market, and other caring businesses from Perris, Sun City,
Elsinore, and various others cities provided the items for the give
away.
Rev. Brown, Pastor of the Church said it is amazing to see how
people share in times like this. For furthe r information or
donations please call 657-3767.
·

A.J., Rialto, CA

PREACHING THE WORD OF GOD

Ans w er: D euteronom y
24: 1-4 and Matthew 19:3-9
speak of this subject. A "bill
of d ivorce" was a letter from
the h usband sta~ing t hat .he
had divorced his wife and she
was free to marry a n othe r
man . Wi t hou t a b ill o f
divorce if she r emarried the

The First Baptist Church Family of Perris California will begin
8:00 AM Service, Sunday, January 7, 1992. Pastor Marvin L.
Brown says in an effort to reach out, and make available more
teaching and preaching of the Word of God. An early morning
service is being implement fdr the Perris Community." The
Church is located at 277 E. 5th Street corner of 5th and "F "
Street(s) in the city of Perris. For listing of services or further
information call 657-3767.

THE DEVIL'S FUNERAL

new relationship would have
b ee n viewed as adultery
which carried a heavy penalty
- death (Leviticus 20:10).
Jesu s said it best, "Mo ses
becau se of the hard ness of
yo u r hearts a llowed you to
p ut away y our wives: but
from the beginning it was not
so" (M a tthe w 19:8). It

ts

Glover Returns To St. Paul
1
A.M.E In San Bernardino

R_ubidoux Missionary Baptist Church, 2890 Rubidoux Blvd,
Rubidoux, is sponsoring 'Rude Awake ning?' "The Devil's
Funeral" Saturday, January 11, 1992, 6:00 pm.
Admission is Free, the pu blic is welcome. F or more
information call (714) 78 1-8064. Rev Eugene McCorkle pastor.

Black Voice News
Writing History Weekly

God' s desire that we honor
and perpetuate the "two
becoming one flesh" agreement. Unfortunately, we live
i n a society that condones
divorce. It is very, very simple to get a divorce in
America. Unfortunately,
many Christians have forsaken the moral the standard of

the Bible to satisfy the crav·ings and inklings of their
flesh. How sad! Jesus said,
"what God had joined togeth·
er let no man put asunder
(divide)" (Matthew 19:6). :
If you have a question tha't
would like answered , P.01•
Box 9778, San Bernardino',
Ca 92427-9778.

Kenneth Glover brought the
congregation to its feet as he
sang, "He's More Wonderful",
"I Thank God",- and "Throw
Out The Life Line", from his
tape that ministers to
Christians and makes non
Christians think.
The program was held at ~t.

Paul AME by the Wings
Grace, the church's newe~t
choir.
•
The affable Rev. Gree~
preached to the Congregation
and Glover sang. Hearts were
full as they left the excitin~
program.
·

oo

•
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Riverside Faith Temple Ministries
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 788-0170

·

Pastors Joe and Bea Sims

Come and worship with us during
this Holiday Season. We're
celebrating our Savior, and His
miraculous birth; We're rejoicing
in His love, and his impact on thi
earth!

I
I

Kenneth Glover, Amanda Speed, choir director, Ms. -Clark, secretary, and Ron Jamerson, president.
Jamerson thanks such ardent volunteers.

Temple
Missionary
Baptist
Church
9:45 AM
8:00 AM
& 11 :OOAM
Teen Summit Tuesday.
7:00PM
Wed Night Prayer
6:30 PM
Wed Night Bible Study
7:00 PM .

Sunday School
Morning Worship
1583 West Union Street

P.O. Box 7333
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038

I

Get an early start on the
new year and Subscribe to
the Voice Still only $32.33.

Dec. 20, 1991

Dec.21,1991
Dec.22,1991

Dec. 29, 1991
Dec. 31, 1991

R.F.T. Christian Academy
(Christmas Program)
"Once upon a Manger"
Women's Fellowship
Sunday School &Children's Church
(Christmas Program)
Sunday Morning Worship Service
Evening Classes/ Service
Sunday Morning Worship Service
Evening Classes/ Service
Watch Night Musical

Church Director Continued ...

• Macedonia Baptist Church
Rev. C.A. Simpson
1
2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2138
Sunday
9:30a.m.
Sunday Worship
10:45 a.m.
Wednesday
Worship Service
7:30 p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
ML Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714) 887-4864
Order of Service
Sunday School
10 a.m.

Morning Worship
Wednesday Bible
Study
Prayer Meeting

lla.m.
7 p.m.

Mt. Rose Mission Baptist
Church
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris
1457 N. Mt. Vernon
Sunday Service
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
New Hope Baptist, S.B.
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor
1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 887-2526 Church

Sunday Services
Morning Worship
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 :00 a.m.
B.T.U.
5:30 p.m.
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
Nursery Services Provided

Baptist
New Life Missionary Baptist
Church
Rev. Elijah S. Singltary, Pastor
1322 N. Medical Center Dr.
- San Bernardino, CA
Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday
Worship Service
11 :00 a.m.

SundayChildren's Church
11:00 a.m.
MondayChoir Rehearsal
7:00 p.m.
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible
Study
6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd Wednesday
Mission Meeting
6:00 p.m.
Thursday
Prayer & Praise
Service
, 7:00 p.m.
Radio Broadcast
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial
Saturday
1:00-2:00 p.m.

Pastors Jules Nelson, Ph.D and
Lourdes Nelson
"Heart of Revival ChW"Ch"
1890 W. 30th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405
(714)887-3013
Sunday Services
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Celebration Service
11:00 a.m.
Evangelic Service
6:30 p.m.
All day fasting and prayer
Tuesday
Prayer Meeting
Friday
7:30p.m.

New Visi.on Foursquare Gospel
Church
(Formerly Delman Heights)

St. Paul AME Church
Rev. Charles Brooks
1355 W. 21st Street

Temple Missionary Baptist Church
Pastor Raymond Turner
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of thing~ l,i
not seen."
11
(see ad for worship times)
-' ;

r~r

Worship At The
C hurch Of You r
C hoice

·
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MORENO VALLEY
NEWS
The Moreno Valley Black
Civic Association has been
approved for $5,000 ·toward
the scholarship project through
the City of Moreno Valley,
funded
by the
City's
Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) Program
for FY 91-92. For high school
students of Moreno Valley that
have graduated June 1991 and
January 1992. Recipients of
the scholarships will have to
meet the HUD income limits
(80 percent of the Riverside
County Median Income).
Help is needed for this project.
Toy Give Away
·we are asking every
member for a donation of $25
, for our 6th annual toy giveaway which will be held at First
Baptist church, 24765 Fir
Avenue, Moreno Valley, CA, .
Dr. Owen L. Christian, Pastor; ·
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Money
orders and/or checks can be
sent to the organization P.O.
Box 631, Moreno Valley, CA
92553, ASAP. We also need a
chairperson and helpers that
day, if interested please call
(714)943-6679, Linda.
Our "Sixth Annual Black
History Celebration" will be
held February 29, 1992 at
Hayden Field in Sunnymead
Park on Fir Street. Leners are
being sent out to various
businesses, speakers and
entertainers for donations, ads
and booth spaces. AnheuserBusch Inc., Smokey Robinson,
Leon Isaac Kennedy and
Clyde R. Jones .
The
a ssociation
needs
the
community's input on people
to invite or participate.
, There will be a "Black Art
Tie Affair/Membership Mixer,"
held at Household Bank in
Moreno Valley, January 11 at
6 p.m. Various local artist will
share their talent at this nice
ci,.ess us affair.
• The
"Third
Gospel
~ travaganza," will be held at
First Baptist Church, February
1i , 1992, address is listed
afibve where the toy drive is
htld. You may give various
s loist and groups that you
wpuld to invite for this event.
• Again I ask that all of you
wjll give the organization full
Slg)port in what ever way you
c~ to carry out the purpose,
gt,als and objectives in which
w.e were organized.
:- If you need for anything
o( if you have any questions
feel free to call up on me,
(714)943-6679, Linda Lewis.
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3.99

,. :•··

8.44

REG. 5.25

SALE: Save 1.26 on Russell Stover.
chocolates 1-lb. Assorted types,

Great price on Windmere 18-piece
hairsetter set, # 1H1s While stocks last.

8.99

5.99

G.E. AM/fM clock radio. Wake up to

Ring watches. Assorted styles.

music or alarm. With snooze bar.

Keeps the time at yaur fingertips.

I
(

4.99ocH

9.99

SALE: Video movies.

Dirty
Dancing. Mr. Mom, Easy Money,
Hoosiers, Platoon. Blame It On Rio.
Heidi and Thriller.

SALE: Parachute cloth
Santa. He's a full 23

2.99EACH

,

inches tall. He's jolly
and plump and waiting
to bring the joy of the
Christmas into your
home. So bring him
home for the holidays.
While stocks last.

SALE: NFL Sports or Childern's

Videos Including, Snoppy, Peanuts,
Babar or Puff the Magic Dragon
Ptonuh Charado11: 1950,19S8, 196S
Unlte<I featur• Syndi<all In<.
While 1teck1 knt. Al fit.., ntt oveiJ'elll•
NI h'
stwe.

Korbel champagne. 750ml. Brut or extra

dry .

j

'•

3.99Sa~~
•1.00

~~if-i~f~;bate

99
2
Energizer alkaline batteries.

Discrimination from F/P
4) Do not use discrimination
in any form as a crutch, rather
use it as a tool to finally
enhance the work place as a
pleasant atmosphere where you
can be most productive.
Patience , understanding and
using the golden rule are our
tried and true methods for
survival. "It is now time to start
wo(king throughout the system
so that we become more
involved." stated Cheryl Brown
publi sher of the Black Voice
News . . Hardy Brown, Area
Recruitment Manager at Kaiser
Permanente stated: "If we are
to penetrate the glass ceiling,
that is to say to aspire to those
higher paying careers, we have
to be prepared. We have to use
all our resources which can
come from within our own
Black communities to get the
proper information so that
advancement is available to us."
The Brown's further related,
"We would like to. see Black
business increase so that we not
only are the biggest consumers
but are also business owners. In
that w ay our economic and
political base is expanded and
we have a better chance for self
detennination."
Now is the time to be very
aggressive in regards to our civil
rights and affi rmative action.
We can not allow other groups
to dictate o ur existence. We
have the inalienable rights to
life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. There should be no
room for discrimination. No
one should tolerate harassment
in any fonn. As Magic Johnson
stated in a recent letter to his
former Lakers teamm ates,
"Today is the beginning of the
rest of our lives. " Today take
that
stand
against
Discrimination it could clear the
wlly for our children to have a
b&tter life in the future.

#7-4012.

Maxell video tape. T-120
standard grade. Tape your
favorite holiday shows for your
video library. SAVE 3.30

3.49 ~EG.

7.99
Maxell T-120 high grade video
tape. Fine quality for prints.
SAVE 4.SO

Final cost
after rebate

•

Pack of 8. _'AA' .
..
r:;;;. ·-See coupon 1n store for marl-in rebot ·
conditions.

•

3.49
I 00
2 49
•

•

•.

•---•

Sale price
Less mfr's
mail-in rebate
Final cost
after rebate

Energizer alkaline batteries.

Pack of 4. 'C' or ' D'.
---:,-- _

....

~

1.89REG. 2.89 .
Doritos corn chip. 15-oz. Toasted
Corn, Salsa Rio, Cool Ranch or Jumpin
Jack Nacho Cheese. SAVE 1.00

5.
99 REG.
Almond Roca candy.

8.49

14. 11 oz. tin.
Delectable chocolate coated almond butter
crunch. From Brown & Haley.

.

2.
9911G.
Planters mixed nuts.

UP TO 4.69
12-oz. Regular,
unsalted, lightly salted or honey
roosted . SAVE UP TO 1.70

99 REG.

1.

6Coca-Cola.
Pack I• 49

PLUS CA

~~TlON

Palmer's Christmas candies. 7-oz. and
8-oz. bags. Assorted festive varieties. Have
some on hand when guests drop in.

12-oz. cans. Regular
or diet. Assorted varieties.

2.39REG.

2.99

Thrifty brand peanuts.

M&M Christmas canes. 3-½ oz. each .

16-oz. Ory roasted salted or unsalted. A
healthful treat to serve an time.

Filled with everybody's favorite plain or
peanut candies . While stocks last.

2.99 EACH

M&M Mars snack and fun size candy .

12-oz. and 14-oz. Christmas packages. Milky
Way, Snickers, and M&M Plain or Peanl!t.

Prices good Wednesday, December 18 thru Tuesday; December 24.
LOTTERY
TICKETS

AVAILABLE AT AU CALIFORNIA

THRIFTY DRUG STORES

See the while pages of your phone book for the Thrifty or Thrifty Jr. nearest you
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Dukes Welcomes CSUSB's New Coach~
.:

,•,

KENNEDY'S HELD CHRISTMAS ADVENTURE WITH
BLACK SANTA-Kennedy Beauty Supply featured Mr.
Black Santa Claus Saturday, December 14 at their San
Bernardino location at 1090 W. Highland Ave., Suite 7.
From 12 p.m. untll 4:30 p.m., he gave out goodies to kids,
took their toy 11st requests, took pictures and checked to
see If the kids were naughty or nice. The festivity also
Included a large gift drawing.

John Dukes, president of
Dukes, Dukes and Associates
recently held a breakfast to
introduce the new head coach
of basketball, Reggie Morris.
Dukes, a local developer,
realizes the importance of
sports to a community.
"We are recruiting our
future leader," said Dukes.
"Our
community
must
enthusiastically support the
university program." Dukes
explained that the students who
play basketball at the
University will graduate and
live here in the community.
President Tony Evans, said
this
breakfast
was
unprecedented. "This is a first
of its kind of support. "He is
building an athletic program to

Reggie
Morris

RTA TO HOLD PUBLIC HEARING
Tbe Riverside Transit Agency (RTA) will hold two public
hea~ngs We~esday, December 18 at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. to give
a bnef overview of the RTA Americans With Disabilities ACT
(ADA) Complementary Paratransit Implementation Plan. The
hearings will be held at the RTA Business Office located at 1825
Third Street in Riverside.
For additional infonnation on the public- hearing or to
request a copy of the implementation plan, contact Barbara
Bray, RTA Transit Planner, at (714)684-0850. ·

ALPHAS TO HOLD MONTHLY MEETING
Mu Xi Lambda Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
will hold its monthly meeting Sunday, December 22 at Pacific
Savings Bank, 201 E. Baseline St. in Rialto at 6 p.m.
Interested Alpha Phi Alpha members are requested to
attend. For additional information please call (7-14)820-0174
or (714)875-2758.

BLACK ARTISTS WANTED
The National Council of Negro Women, Inland Empire
Section is seeking local Black Professional Artists to participate
in "Black Artists In View." NCNW's Sixth Annual Black Art Sale
featuring artwork by African American, African, and Caribbean
artists. If you or someone you know is a Professional Black
~rtist, call Simply Art (714)874-3413 between 11 a.m. and 6
p.m., Monday through Saturday, to find out how to become a
participant. This just may be the opportunity you need to
showcase your talents for the Inland Empire Community.
l)ecember 27 is the entry deadline. ·so call (714)874-3413 for
rnore infonnation.

Sued from F/P
Title I of the Civil Rights Act
of 1991 reestablishes a broad
definition for the phrase "make
and enforce contracts" in 42
U .S.C. 1981, including "tl1e
making,
performance,
modification, and termination of
contracts, and the enjoyment of
all benefits, privileges, terms,
and
conditions
of the
contractual relationship."
That definition had been
narrowed by the United States
Supreme Court through its 1989
opinion in the case of Patterson
v. McClean Credit Union.
"Under the Civil Rights Act
of 1991, there can be no
question that Coors' racially
motivated conduct relating to
the making, performance,
modification and termination of
its agreements with Great
American clearly put the
brewing giant in violation of the
federal civil rights law," said
Freeman.

On ~-3

CSUSB President Ton~ff
EviU1S and Hardy Browr:1·:i
attentively llsten to Cose~-~
Morris.

SUBSCRIBE
to the uoice
for that special
young someone.
It's a great gift

for a
developing mind.

(714)682-6070

Brown s Books
1

Buckle

Up

. • Elementary students are learning science concepts from "big kids" in a program developed by a
Bloomington junior High School teacher. Bob Clutter, who teaches eighth grade science, started
· cience3 (Science Speaker Service) in October. The program enlists pairs of junior high students to
make science presentations with Clutter at elementary campuses. The service has two goals, he
txplained. One is to enhance science instruction at the elementary level in the school district. The
$econd goal is to help the eighth graders decide if they want to be teachers . "Our speakers now realize
~ow difficult it can be to control a class," Clutter said. During a Science3 presentation to kindergarten
and first graders in Patricia Massey's class at Lincoln Elementary, speakers Crystal Grapes and
andice Martin demonstrated magnetic principles. The girls distributed magnetic strips and household
terns, including Ping-pong balls, marbles, nails, clothes pins, buttons and washers, for students to test
which items were attracted by the magnet.The youngsters also learned to "fish." using a magnet
ttached to a fishing pole which they suspended into a bowl filled with paper and metal fish. "It's fun,"
aid presenter Candice Martin. "I've got a few butterflies in my stomach, though," she confessed.
Colton High School's vocal ensemble will appear in "A Choral Christmas" on KVCR, channel 24,
this month. The holiday program, in its eighth annual presentation. is comprised of local high school
.fhoirs selected for their excellence in choral music. A Choral Christmas will air December 10 at 9
p.m.. December 16 at 5 p.m., and December 22 at 3:30 p.m. The program also will be made available
to PBS stations nationwide. • The choral program at Colton High School has shown tremendous
growth in both students and quality during the last three years, and this is a confirming indicator," said
vocal music director Douglas Newton.
•

SCHOOL DISTRICTS, inform the community of What's New in your city's
schools by writing to the Black Voice at P.O. Box 1581 • Riverside • CA • 92502.
V

set on a bare stage, except for a .
n commemoration of
Black History Month a one lectern, a folding chair, and a
man show "Color Me Black" coat rack with all sorts of
will be performed at the George clothing and hats.
Air Force Base Community
Saint Martin starts things
Center on February 8, 1992 at with the words of abolitionist
7:00 pm. "Color Me Black" is Frederick Douglass, a portrait of
an incredibly moving one man power, passion, and restrained
show by Randy Saint Martin dignity. Suddenly Saint Martin
about the Black experience and deftly_changes times and places ·
a major theatrical event.
and becomes San Pablo Pimp, a
Since his college days at Cal
gang
member, "Mr. Negro', and
State Sacramento, Black
actor-director Randy Saint Little Man." At the conclusion
Martin has been bringing "the Saint Martin, dressed as a
Black experience" to audiences Baptist minister breathing fire
far and wide. A one man and fury into the time loss
how, most of it written by words of James Weldon
taint Martin.
"Color Me Black" is a Johnson's "Creation."
It is a shbw you do nol
iitst rate evening of quality
theater that sears and soars as want to miss. Admission for
the versatile and talented Saint adults is $10.00 and $5.00 for
Martin takes you through six children under 12. For more
separate vignenes in a _little over information, call (619) 246an hour. "Color Me Black" is 6483 or (619) 269-2787.

this year

W hat's New In The Colton Unified School District?????

i

Modeiof CSUSB's Sports Arena to be

built.

Make a difference

See Cliristmas ~riefs
:

Coach Morris said, "I
don't want to be viewed as just
a basketball coach.
"He

teaches his students to bet
"good people." This is his6
key. He develops pride an<i,l
dignity, helping people t0·!
succeed. "The payoff for meL)'
is the good feeling I get when:
I'm successful." Students wilf)
not fail easy wrth Morris. He l
said, "I will not have an athlete
graduate comfortably."

I

CALENDAR/BRIEFS

Applications for the Miss Black San Bernardino are now
being accepted for the 1992 pageant. Applications between the
a~es of 16 and 23 years of age are encouraged to apply.
Applications are avatlable at AMC Music and Video, 705 West
Baseline Street or from members of the Black Culture
Foundation. Return completed applications to Yosimien Cain,
P.O. Box 7288, San Bernardino.
The deadline for returning applications is December 21 .
For further information, call (714)875-5012.
The San Bernardino Black Culture Foundation is now
holding their meetings in the Public Enterprise building at 1505
Highland Avenue. Meetings are Saturdays at 9 a.m.

further
and
said
he
additionally requires his
players to local community
centers and work with children.
Dukes said we can raise the
identity level through sports.

George Air Force Base To Host
One Man Show "Color Me Black".

COMMUNITY

REGISTER FOR THE
"MISS BLACK SAN BERNARDINO"
PAGEANT

benefit the community and the
region.
He was happy to
report the new building under
construction is still second on
the state construction list.
Coach Morris explained
how he trains the team
members. "I fell athletic and
good grades go hand in
hand." He then went one step

Wishes You A
Merry Christmas & Happy Kwanzaa

' I .,•

··, Books For Children
1st Book of Africa • What Kind of Babysitter Is This? • Afro-Bets 1-2-3's
and A-B-C's • The World of Black History• Play-A-Tune Book• Afrotina
and the Three Bears • Cinderella • Jamako and the Beanstalk • Black
Explorers Board Game• Build-Me-Up! Self-Esteem Board Game
Also Fiction, Books For Adults, Cards, and Postcards

Our Hours Are:

Monday-Friday 9:00-5:30 pm
Saturday 12 noon - 5:00 pm
1583 West Baseline
San Bernardino, California 92411
(714) 889-0506
Paulette D. Brown - owner

Buy A Book For Someone Special This Year

· ·.,-;11
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Owens Is Not Trying To Just Sex You Up
By Billy Johnson, Jr.

fI

LIBRARY CENTENNIAL COOKBOOK
AVAILABLE FOR HOLIDAY GIFT GIVING
The San Bernardino (City) Public Library is celebrating its
J.F~ntennial year with the publication of a cookbook containing
t S~n Bernardino recipes from the past 100 years, historical
dJlformation advertising.
r.
Johnie Ralph, member of Library Centennial Research
"Committee and avid cookbook collector, contributed a recipe
plum pudding from a 1900 Daily Times Index. The Daily
mes Index was the local paper which was a precursor the The

m:

~

n.

Mayor Bob and Penny Holcomb contributed their recipes
for Penny's One Thousandth and One Hamburger and Mayor
Bob's Secret Beans. Rachel Krasney, City Clerk, contributed
c!}er recipe for Shark Fettucine Jeanne. Norman Baffrey,
Cultural Supervisor, contributed his recipe for Father Sarducci's
,heesecake. Additional recipes include Attack of the Killer
~ 1rawberry Pie, Hello Dollys and Fuzzy's Chili.
?J. Cookbooks can be purchased at all city libraries for $7.50.
J ~r more information, please call (714)381-8215.

0

·

I

Just Wanna Love You"
comes in loud and
clear as the theme and title of
Atlantic recording artist Tim
Owens' debut album.
His first release, "I'm
Hooked" is a song that Owens
said he "wrote for Whitney
Houston." When it came time to
record his album, he had second
thoughts and decided to keep it
for himself; a wise choice.
This mellow ballad, like
the entire album, is a sincere

~Md

_,,..,,

.if'

Music ...•.•.••••••••..•..~ -

Production ........... :B
Vocal Ability......... :8 +

Tim Ownens
I Just Wanna Love You
Album

"I'm Hooked"
Current Slngle

"Let's Get Blue"
"Smile"
"Forever My Love"
Album's Beat Cuts

SILVER MOON LODGE AND
MT. SAC HOLD YOUTH CHRISTMAS PARTY
.rr: The Silver Moon Lodge No. 105 (Pomona) in conjunction
.~ 1th the Mt. San Antonio College Educational Service Center
j cated in Pomona will be holding it's Ninth Annual Christmas
w-arty for the underprivileged youth of Pomona.
.~ This· event held, December 21, from 5 to 9 p.ni., at 196 West
{(lold Avenue in Pomona is possible through contribution from
~rious . concerned groups and generous people of the
J:tPmmuntty.
,i · In order to make this affair complete, they are in need of
Games and Toys for youngsters between the ages of 6 and 15
, ars of age. Whatever you can provide would be appreciated.
, Please call (714)623-0401 for further infonnation and/or if
ou can assist. You can also contact the George Ferguson
rogram Chairman at (714)629-2952.
'

JI

SANTA'S CHRISTMAS TRAIN
SPONSORED BY ORANGE EMPIRE
RAILWAY MUSEM
, The Orange Empire Railway Museum in Perris, will operate
s Seventh Annual Santa's Christmas Train Saturday and
unday, December 21 and 22 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.
' Santa will greet riders aboard the "North Pole Limited " a
in headed by a 1922 steam locomotive. Restored Padific
ectric Red Cars and trolleys will be operated by museum
lunteers for the riding enjoyment of visitors.
All-day ride passes are $5 per adult, $3 for children 6-11
i{nd free for children under 6 years old. Parking is free.
The museum is located at 2201 South 'A' Street in Perris in
iverside County.
~ For more information call (714)657-2605.

f
t

SANTA EXPRESS IS COMING TO TOWN!
In this season of good cheer, the Riverside Transit Agency
TA) and First Interstate Bank are joining together to make
1s seas~n a happy and stre~s-free one for all. For the sixth
nsecut1ve year, RTA and First Interstate Bank will offer free
s service to major shopping locations in Riverside.
The First Interstate Santa Express will run through
ecember 24 and on Decemeber 26. Service will be provided
ondays through Saturdays from 12 p.m. to 8 p.m., and on
ndays from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. All passengers will receive a
ndy cane and a chance to enter a drawing for a RTA Power
s!

!

CHILDREN CAN TALK TO SANTA
The Tel-Med Medical Tape Library in Colton has a
essage from Santa" now available for children.
Kids can call the tape library at (714)825-7000 with a touch
ne telephone and when instructed to pick a topic, they simply
al 3-9-5 to hear Santa's advice on staying close to parents
hen shopping, being careful around the fireplace, not eating
o many sweets and what Santa considers the real meaning of
hris'tmas.
This special holiday message is one of over 600 health
ics available to callers free from most Inland Empire cities.
ose community residents who can call Colton without
i curring a long-distance phone charge, can call Tel-Med any
e, day or night - free;
~he Sa~ Bernardino County Medical Society sponsors this
bhc service. Free brochures are available by writing or
Hing the Medical Society at P.O. Box 1500, Colton, CA
324, (714)825-6526.

Happy Holidays
From Our Family To Yours, BVi\

lY_..Ulfll

Lyrics •••••.••......•....•:8

~(

l

~-~~

o.c.u.

SANTA AND MRS. CLAUS VISIT
SAN BERNARDINO LIBRARIES
, Santa and Mrs. Claus will visit the San Bernardino Public
Libraries on the following dates:
Friday, December 20 at 10 a.m.: May Coddington Branch
Library, 1003 East Highland Avenue, (714)882-8816.
. Please call the telephone number listed above for more
% formation about these free holiday programs.

BLACK CIVIC ASSOCIATION
OF MORENO VALLEY WILL
rr·'1 SPONSOR THEIR 5TH ANNUAL TOY GIVE AWAY
:.i • A Toy Give Away will be held at First Baptist Church, 24765
:FJr Avenue December 21 at 11 a.m. by the Black Civic
"'ssociation of Moreno Valley.
.
Santa
Claus
and
other
celebrities
including
Cathy Cooper,
1
e played the maid with Redd Foxx on "Sanford"; Amir
asan, an eight year old who has appeared on In Living Color,
_resh Prince of Bel Air, Full House and L.A. Law; Ageel Rashad
~~san a 15 year old who has appeared in In Living Color,
J?oogie Howser and Full House; as well as Shakir Malik Hasan, a
'12 year old that has appeared in an Oldsmobile commercial with
~eonard Nemoy and tv shows like America's Most Wanted and
L.A. Law.
_ The association is currently accepting donations of toys,
"l!uts, apples, oranges and candy.
~ - For more information, call (714)243-0648 or (714)9431'679.
.

expression of love. Owens'
calm and serious tone is in such
sync with the music that
listeners are prone to give him
their undivided attention.
This
sincerity
is
something that puts him in a
class of his own. Unlike the
average singer, Owens is not
just trying to serenade his
woman because he wants to
sex her up, instead, his lyrics
reflect something more true.
Owens explained, "My music
has romantic sex appeal as
opposed to blatant sex appeal.
A lot of anists just try to pull on
a heanstring and make you cry,
but there's a way you can touch
the listener and still be sexy."

Lyrics .•..•••.•.••..•....~ ,
Music .................... :13
Production ........... ::B
Vocal Ability......... I3"+
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Coming outta Chicago
with that Gangsta attitude,
O.C.U.'s first release I"m
All That has the hard hitting
rap/r&b feel that worked for
F.S. Effect and Christopher
Williams in/ Wanna Be

After a few good
listenings of the album, l
realized this different approach
that
Owen's
described.
However, Owens does prove
that he can appeal to the typical
love song listeners.
In a duet with Atlantic
labelmate Ann. G., the two sing ,
a passionate "Let's Get Blue"
that gives you butterflies
because of its realness. Anyone
who has ever been in love is
forced to reflect on happy
memories.
"Smile" a light and funky
mid tempo cut and Owens'
romantic song on the album,
"Forever My Love" are also
choice picks on the album.
"Say You Will," though an
original track was definitely
influenced by Stevie Wonder.
As the last track on the album,
Owens' displayed so much
Stevie when he sang that I
found myself checking old
Stevie Wonder albums to see
when it was first recorded .
Owen's music and singing style
present a great tribute to
Wonder.
Growing up like many
artists, Owens sang in church
and by age 13 began to consider
singing as a career. Attending
High School at Dallas' Arts
Magnet High School.a place
Owens described to be "like the
school in Fame," helped Owens
make this consideration an
objective.
Tough Owens is just 23

years old, his mature music
tastes explain the motivation for
his style. Donny Hathaway,
Stevie
Wonder,
Aretha
Franklin, Nat King Cole, Billie
Holiday, Ray Charles and
Gladys Knight are those that
rank high on his list of
favorites.
After graduating from
Arts Magnet, Owens decided to
pursue a scholarship offer to
study at Berklee College o f
Music in Boston, where he was
discovered one year later.
:
Owens was performing a
rendition of Peabo Bryson's
"Feel the Fire" at a showcase
sponsored by Boston radio
station WILD. "People told m~
you could get a deal there, '1
recalls Owens. "But I was like,
'Yeah, right."' Those stories
came true when he met Atlantic:
Group executive Sylvia Rhone
and Merlin Bobb. Days later,'
he was signed with the label. •
Younger listeners may
not be familiar with Owens'
style that excludes the macho 'I·
can buy you this and give you
that' attitudes. However, his
content will remind . older
audiences of Stevie Wonder and
Donny Hathaway. It is not just
a coincidence that that they are:
two of his favorites.
See Music Card rating
below.

Happy Holidays

'11ie "'13 Square C{u6
11

Presents

JI. :A{g,w ~ear's 'Eve 'Disco Party
'1Jecem6er 31, 1991

Your Lover.

1104 'West BtliStreet

If their new album,
Stronger Than The Mafia is
consistent with this release,
they'll pose competition to
those MCs cUITently
topping the charts.

San 'Bemaraino, C9l.
9 p.m. - 'Until
Open 'Bar, Music, '13realfast

'lJonation: $20.00 Per Person

~ J BGJJr

BGJJr

Robin Harris'
"Bebe's Kids" To
Hit The Theaters
II Bebe's

Kids," an
animated musical
comedy based on characters
created by the late comedian
Robin Harris, is now in
production and is being
executive produced by Reginald
and Warrington Hudlin and
produced by Tom Wilhite and
Willard Carroll from a
screenplay by Reginald Hudlin,
it was announced today by Gary
Lucchesi,
president
of
production for the Motion
Picture Group of Paramount
Pictures.
In
the
Hudlin
Bros./Hyperion Entertainment
film, Robin's firs date with a
beautiful woman is foiled as
three irrepressible inner city
kids turn their trip to an
amus e me nt park into a
nightmare.
Reginald and Warrington
Hudlin are also currently at
work on an untitled comedy to
star Eddie Murphy. Reginald
Hudlin
was
director/screenwriter
and
Warrington
Hudlin
was
produ cer of the hit "House
Party." " Bebe's Kids" is the
initi al proj ect of Hyperion
Entertainment in their exclusive
arrangement with Paramount.
Company found e rs Thomas
Wilhite and Willard Carroll coproduced the animated features
"Rover Dangerfield" and "The
Brave Little Toaster," as well as·
the Carroll Ballard/Maurice
Sendak film "The Nutcracker."
Hyperion s e rved as the
production company for the
Brad Bird/fim Burton television
special
"Family
Dog."
Paramount Pictures is a
Paramount Communications
company.

'Ifie 'B[acl( 'Voice
Wou[d Li~ 'Io
Wisli 'Everyone .9l
9{appy Ylnd Safe
9{o[itfay Season

BUCKLE UP CALIFORNIA!

-
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straight Talk

Former S.B. Student Wins National Award

telling you that they don't want
to do group dating with you and
your 14 year old boyfriend
because theitffooyf.riends are so
th
:;;~rf;~f~fifi\! j l1tat ~ie
uncomfortable? .ltho.t then is it
that they eacMfiive a personal
preference foddating boys older
than themselv,~ ,g and are trying
to impose th~'j j preference on
you? Whatever their reason fo
objecting is, you are left with a
choice between following your
friends and following your own
mind. It sounds like you want a
way to prov;❖J1,1..~t what you

Renee Caner, an Eliot
Middle School teacher, won
the award given each year to
the outstanding middle school
teacher and the outstanding
high school teacher in the
MESA program.
Districts
throughout California, New
Mexico
and
Arizona
participate in the program.
MESA involves hand-on
Charolette Lewis
science and math experiments
outside the classroom designed
to be both entertaining and
Dear Charolette:
educational. The larger goal is
to attract under-represented
I am a sixt~~11 year old girl
minority students into math,
who is daqp;g :«J&µ~n year old
engineering and science
careers.
~:Jing i ; :{:; ;!feir.i~~!1i
A teacher at Eliot for 11
so. We get alqµg\jµ§t fine and dating a 16 year,,QJ/;lfahinor? I
years,
Carter has been MESA
he doesn't pr¢.S$'1fe me for sex so and you an4./ybtir boyfriend
advisor there since PUSD
like the older ooys do. How can choose to stay =together that long became pan of the program
I make my fri¢.h4.~ see that what and work out :My:legal quirks- four years ago. She helped
I'm doing is ct k ??
like the fact 4 Hih his curfew
Singed "Plus 2"
would affect the amount of time
Dear "Plus 2":
on a date, then your friends may
It seems that you value your eventually get used to the idea
friends' opinions. However you and may even accept your
disagree this time. Are they relationship on some level.
"A better word to use than
separation is independence.
This word separation is
misued.
The 13 colonies
separated from England but
they called it the Declaration of
Independence; they don't call it
the Declaration of Separation,
\\'hat's Going On In Da Hood'!'!
they call it the Declaration of
Independence. When you're
independent of someone you
..
can separate from them. If
you can't separate from them it
,.
means you're not indeoendent
;
Ice Cube is back in his hometown for the holidays and is of them" ... Malcolm X (New
nviting his friends to perfonn at Compton Community College on York, March 19, 1964). ·
El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz
:Saturday, December 28, 1991.
•
The mini-concert is a No. 1 production and all proceeds will
"Why should Black
.go to Compton Community College.
students have to be more
You can win your own pair of tickets to see Ice Cube perfonn prepared than White students
n-acks off his new platinum album 'Death Certificate' along with before they go out into the real
some of his friends on December 28 by writing and submitting a rap world?" They have to know
.by December 21, 1991 to The Black Voic~ News, P.O. Box 1581, that as human beings, they are
totally within their God-given
Riverside, CA 92501. *Note all raps submitted have to be on a right to receive a proper and
positive subject and exclude any and all explicit lyrics, any raps that realistic education not only to
violate the rules will be immediately disqualified. The winning rap make money within an
will be published in the December 26, 1991 edition of the Black economic system of every
aspect of life concerning
Voice News. For contest infonnation, call (714)889-0506.
themselves and all others in
For ticket infonnation call (213) 759-2888.
existence.
The National Organization
CSSSA SEARCHING FOR STATE'S
of African Students in America
BEST HIGH SCHOOL ARTISTS
If you are aware, creative, curious, tireless, exciting, dramatic, (NOASA) is a refreshingly
new organization founded by
and just a little different, then the California State summer School Malikah Shabazz, one of
for the Arts (CSSSA) is for you.
Malcolm X and Dr. Betty
CSSSA is a residential training program in the visual and Shabazz's six daughters, to
perfonning arts, creative writing, and film for talented artists of high provide mentoring and suppon
school age. It is a community of distinguished masters and services geared toward Black
high school and college
outstanding students who join together for four weeks each summer students in America. Black
to explore the discipline and freedom of the creative processes. because Black people are every
To receive a CSSSA application brochure, call (916) 323-9614 other people's pawn--even
day or night. During nonbusiness hours, your call will be handled other Blacks.
The tools they are using will
by electronic voice mail. Once your name and address are received,
you will be sent a brochure that includes all the forms and utilize every means possible to
instructions you will need. These brochures are also available at the reach the young by any means .
necessary so that they are able
Riverside ·Arts Foundation, at (714) 782-5954.
to really think for themselves
and work toward a much more
S.A.T. PREP. COURSE
unified and independent
TO BE OFFERED AT CSUSB
existence. It will operate as a
S.A.T. Preparation Course High school students who would like full -se rvice Black student
to prepare for the January 25, 19n Scholastic Aptitude Test can organization intended to
find help through the Office of Extended Education at California address the needs of the
State University, San Bernardino. An SAT Preparation course will students and prepare each with
be offered on Saturdays, January 4 and 11, 1992 from 8:30 a.rn. to a realistic approach to living
realistically in America, and
12:30 p.m. The course will cover mathematical ability required by the world.
With traveling
the exam, verbal analogies, antonyms, sentence completion and
reading comprehension. Students will be given a number of shortThis \Vcck Tr~' A
form tests, giving them practice in actual testing conditions.
Chun:h
From Our
Course fee is $75 and includes materials. For more information
Directory
or to register, call the Office of Extended Education at (714)880598 1.

~

:~1~=1r~~yw!~

establish a junior MESA
program five years. the district
has participated in MESA,
Eliot students have taken first

Renee carter
place in the organization's
Southern California general
math competition. Last year,
the students took first in
algebra as well.

.

LAST CHANCE TO WIN
ICE CUBE TICKETS

BET Unveils National Teen Search
Curtis Symonds, BET vice president, affiliate sales and marketing said. "We hope the affiliates
lack
Entertainment take advantage of this program
Television (BET) steps as it provides a new method of
up its community efforts by serving their community aside
launching " Personal Be st from its programming responsiAwards," a national search hon- bilities."
oring outstanding teens across
Beginning January 1, BET
the country. BET affiliates will will introduce a national marketparticipate by nominating teens ing campaign using national and
from their communiti es. The local print ads, radio spots, affilcampaign will begin January I iate promo tapes, press releases
and runs through April 1992.
and billstuffers.
" Our 'Personal Best ' camThe "Personal Best" award
paign is designed to bring local hono rs hi gh school students
educational leaders and BET demonstrating excellence in
affiliates together in recognizing academics, the perfonning arts,
worthy students in their area, community service, or has over-

B

come great obstacles. Winners
will be highli ghted on Teen
Summit, BET's teen talk show.
Affiliates can nominate teens
in their area by submitting a 45second video presentation highlighting the student. The Teen
Summit staff will select a
"Personal Best" winner to be
featured on the program from
the video entries submitted during the week. Each weekly winner automatically becomes eligible for the "Personal Best of
The Month" award. BET will
honor the 12 monthly recipients
during a national awards ceremony when a "Personal Best of
The Year" will be chosen.

that you are not leading them
in the wrong direction. YQu
and the student have to keep~a
positive rappon. You have .ro
let them
that -y·ou are a
J
person they can come to. "
It's important to minorig,
students to see where they fit •in
to society, Caner said, adding
that she believes her role is to
help them find that place. ,:·,
·'

know.

Carter collected $25b
along with the award, which
was given at the annual MES.A
advisors conference in San
Ramon last month. Carter is
the daughter of the late Re~.
A.L. and Nadine Carter of St.
Paul A .M.E.

San Bernardino High School.1
Receives Valuable Gift

.J

H

ave chassis, will not computer diagnostic purposes ijl
·
travel San Bernardino daily classwork.
High School's automotive shop
According to Brink, whose
was recently given a "brand
son
Christopher
is a student in
new" motor home chassis to be
one
of
Stewart's
classes, the
used as a training aid in the
chassis is exactly like the ones
workshops, seminars and shop. ·
certificate programs that will
"It will never leave the they send to motor home
enable the non-degree as well shop," said Crest Chevrolet companies for completion. "Jt
as the degree student to employee, Fred Brink.
has all the mechanical parts f~
own/co-own and operate their
make
it go," he said. With th.t
With that stipulation in
own businesses, and a monthly
help
of
the Brinks and Crest
publication with some topics place, Greg Stewart, San Service Manager, Torn Lezi,
automotive
ranging from natural personal Bernardino's
school was chosen as this year•~
hygiene
to
politics. instructor, happily accepted the
Participants and staff will range 25 foot long chassis, valued at recipient of a free chassis to be
/;
from political, civic, sports, $12,000, which will be used for used in the classroom.
entrepreneurial, religious,
''
entertainment, educational, and we , as Blacks, will eventually Black Business, Black
Blac~
the Black-movement section- die. They seem to be dying in Entertainment,
Communication, Black Politics.
high and mid level Africans in mass number everyday.
"Whatever it is, I take it
NOASA is structured to
America of great achievements.
...Frederick DouJ1;las. .
They have to realize that the cover issues such as economics. Black"
For more mrorrnauon
politics, social awareness,
future existence of our Black spiritual awareness, physical regarding student membership',
communities is based on a awareness, and aid in fulfilling Black business advertising!,
positive and
consistent the simplest to the most sponsorship and muchneede'i
dream.
The donations, or any of the above,
involvement, and reinvolvement complex
please contact Malika1l
from all of us in every capacity. organization plans to hold an Shabazz at NOASA toll fre'e
annual national convention of
If they do not fully support that its members every spring (800)933-1965, or write: Post
from which they come from as consisting of a Black Expo Office Box 285, Mt. Vernon,
~J
individuals and as a people, then style program promoting New York,_!Q553.

Malikah Shabazz Creates Student
Organization For Young Blacks

YOUIH s[ENE
BRIE[?S

"She's committed to the
program," said Eliot Principal
Del Yarbrough. "She goes to
extraordinary lengths to make
sure the students are taken care
of, to the point of monitoring
their classes to be sure they are
continually motivated. She
monitors their grades and
encourages them to take
classes that will put them in the
college-bound track."
Carter said the secret of her
MESA work has been to get
involved with the students and
to be their advocate.
"You have to earn the
respect of the students1" she
said. "They have to trust what
you are doing for them and

dif

DON'T WAIT
UNTIL IT'S .HISTORY
TO BEGIN READING
WHAT'S
HAPPENING NOW!
r' ,
I

SUBSCRIBE TO
THE BLACK
VOICE TODAY!
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CO-UVE A MINEIRA-

in

a in

.

'

3
1
1

5
2
2
1
½

½

hunches collard greens
pound fresh okra
large red onion, sliced
cloves garlic, crushed
tablespoons soy or other vegetable oil
tablespoons palm oil (optional)
tablespoon ground coriander
teaspoon cayenne pepper
cup coarsely chopped cilantro leaves

--------------------

We've Gotta Have
Our Greens!

1. Wash collard leaves individually on both sides with
rubbing motion. Stack approximately 15 leaves
evenly. Roll from long side in cigar fashion. Cut into
¼-inch ribbons. Continue until all leaves are cut
Drop into boiling salted water just to cover. Blanch
4 minutes only. Drain. Set aside. Reserve one cup
cooking liquid.
2. Wash okra. Cut off tops. Slice diagonally into about
4 to 5 slices per stem. Sauce onion, okra and garlic in
soy oil and palm oil (if used) 8 minutes.
3. Add drained collards, coriander and cayenne. Stir•
fry on medium-high heat 5 minutes. Serve
immediately with cilantro as garnish. Add a little pot
likker, if desired.

I remember my great
grandmother, Evie
Raine picking and
washing collards from
her garden, then
stacking, rolling and
cutting them into
strips and cooking
them with salt pork or
ham pieces (from a
hog that Papa Frank
had raised, killed and
cured). Mama Evie
then cooked these
greens, with her other
seasonings, all day
long ...and they were
wonderful. The aroma
of fresh greens and
ham permeated the air
like an "air appetizer"
and when we sat down
to eat. everyone
wanted the greens
first.
While researching
cuisines of the African
diaspora, one of the
wonderful dishes I
discovered was Couve
aMineira. It's served
daily at Africa House.
Guests order collards
only and caterers
order them by the
case. We gotta have
our greens!

6 to 8 servings

.

.

COLLARD GREENS &
OKRA, BAHIA STYLE

BILLY'S RIBS
Ribs
10
2
2
¼
2

pounds pork ribs (small ends)
quarts water
medium onions, chopped
cup liquid hickory smoke
tablespoons salt

Sauce
8
cups assorted bottled barbecue
sauces
1
bottle ketchup
1
bottle (12 ounces) beer
1
onion, chopped

1
1
1

tablespoon pepper
teaspoon onion salt
clove garlic, sliced
Paprika

2
1

hot pepper pods
tablespoon brown sugar
clove garlic, sliced
teaspoon seasoned salt

1

1

1. For ribs, remove all fat and tissue from ribs.
2. Combine water, onions, liquid smoke, salt, pepper, onion salt, garlic and
paprika in stockpot Add ribs. Marinate overnight in refrigerator.
3. For sauce, combine barbecue sauces, ketchup, beer, onion, pepper pods, brown
sugar, garlic, and seasoned sale in large pan. Simmer on low heat for one hour.
4. Prepare grill for cooking. Heat or build fire.
5. Remove ribs from marinade. Bn.ish thoroughly with sauce. Place on grill. Tum
ribs and baste with sauce until done, about 1 to 1 V2 hours.
6 to 8 servings

Marilyn McCoo,Davis, Entertainer

HERITAGE

RECIPE

/A·
.If

ATTENTION
LOCAL

CUISINISTS!
Submit your favorite
recipes along with a
photo to
Black Voice/Food
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA '92502
Maybe you will be
featured in our food
section.

Magie Laini Raine
Los Angeles, CA

Home & Body
. c09Killg ancl :~ntertaining, while

., ..3Qt]iers after/a few ·useStsit Off a

L t'i~h~lftu,m:ised':):)ve have some

.;;t tips 'ill' help_}'o(t~ecide whether
':fPan a~pliance, gifCwill bring long

'''rdfue'. iise ~d convenience.

Econori,tst .

,<;<' " .

"',. •Howj,inuchtelectricity will it

-use? · /;<· .,. ·«<· .
Q~STJON: What 'should I
•lsifeasy:fu' clean?
cons1der when purchasing
•Wil,Ur}!¢lp the receiver
kitchen appliances as holiday prepare t dish perfonn a task
gifts?
that he/she:really wants to make
ANSWER:
Kitchen onto? \
...\%t,~ ·...
appliances usually rank high on
•ls tllere,conv~nleritfspa;ce fo
a list'of prospective ·tloliday, using,and st()ptig'ft?\\J:;;;;;r;is?Y .,
gifts. 'Some applian'c es fit .· "R'eineriibef;: ,, [ ·:','"tl'asb, 'ifts
perfectly
into
your
' style of ,,. that ar€'pfactiE''
,..
.
•
:• ~
·\:1·
.··.·'..·.:5:~f:':\f.
:.

'or

<
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AFT Sandwich Spread.
,__ ds zest to whatever you ,put
:],tween two slices of bread! ,
;feafoy and delicious with . . ~..·.

·~-f~!ilti[+e·,

.. I

:.

FOR THOSE IN NEEDY

:. The San Bernardino Fraternal Christmas Feeding Coalition
rnvites the community to a free Christmas Dinner for those in
r,eed Tuesday, December 24 from 12 noon to 5 p.m. at the
~rrowhead Elks Lodge No. 896, 1073 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. in
n Bernardino. This event is being sponsored by St. Andrews
asonic Lodge No. 16, A/F and A/M, American Legion Post
o. 710 and Arrowhead Elks Lodge No. 896. Music will be
J{fOVided by "Puzzler."
l-, Assemblyman Jerry Eaves has donated 27 turkeys.
G,• FOOD AND NUTRITION EDUCATION COURSE
:: Beginning Thursday, January 23 at 2 p.m., the University of
~iverside Extension will be ~ffering a six week course in Food
and Nutrition Education for the community and parents at the
nghram school site.
The class will be free. Participants will learn the important
+utrients needed for good health, serving sizes, how to store food
froperly, to plan menus using the four food groups, and to
rre~a~e economical meals. A certificate will be given to each
fart1c1pant who completes the course. If you are interested in
inging-up for the class, or for additonal infonnation, please call
714)880-3106.

i
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C 199l KRAFT GENERAL FOOOS

